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editor’s
note

T

hese are challenging times. Exciting, too, as
boundaries are being pushed across all aspects
of life.
One sociological boundary that recently
got pushed was the perceived limit to one’s social
relationships, the Dunbar Number.
In the 1990s, British anthropologist Robin Dunbar
postulated that the maximum number of social
relationships one could maintain was about 150.
But now, researchers at Stockholm University have
debunked the theory. They say the modern human can
maintain up to 520 social relationships at a time.
Well, as the Greek philosopher Heraclitus said, there
is nothing permanent except change. I would add yet
another exception, something that has remained eternal
-- a mother’s love for her offspring. The love that has
sustained life on Earth.
Legendary crime fiction writer Agatha Christie’s
powerful lines in The Hound of Death sum up the
intensity of the bonding aptly: “A mother’s love for her
child is like nothing else in the world.
“It knows no law, no pity, it dares all things and
crushes down remorselessly all that stands in its path.”
This Mothers’ Day issue of My Explorer pays tribute
to all wonderful moms out there!
Making this edition more special is an exclusive
interview with author, poet and voice artiste Shobha
Tharoor Srinivasan, whose new book Prince with a
Paintbrush was launched last month.

Team

MY explorer
“There was nothing she [mother] thought
we couldn’t do and there was always time in
the day to learn a new skill or hone a talent,”
recalls Srinivasan. “We have all grown up
with the understanding of the value of time
and know that it cannot be squandered. That
did not mean that time could not be used to
have fun. As she said, ‘If you are enjoying
what you do your time is well spent. But be
conscious of how you use it.’”
Amen to that!
In this issue, we also pay homage to
Rabindranath Tagore on his 160th birth
anniversary (May 7), with a special feature
on one of the greatest philosopher-bards of
India.
It is a matter of pride that the ideology of
this magazine’s parent company, My Edappt,
is guided by Tagore’s profound wisdom:
“Don’t limit a child to your own learning, for
he was born in another time.”
S. Neeraj Krishna
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For the
love of
God

WE ALL KNOW of Christ the
Redeemer, the giant statue of
Jesus Christ in Rio de Janeiro. The famed 30-metre-high
statue is now facing competition from another Jesus
Christ statue that is coming
up in Encantado, a municipality in Brazil. Standing at
43-metre height, the statue,
named ‘Cristo the Protector’,
becomes the third tallest
statue of Jesus Christ in the
world.

Epic vision
THE RAMAYANA AND THE MAHABHARATHA are to be introduced to students in Saudi Arabia. As part of Prince
Mohammed bin Salman's 'Vision 2030',
the epics would be included in the curriculum along with English, which has
been made mandatory. Inclusion of the
epics would help build a future that is
liberal and tolerant, say those in favour
of the change.
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QUICK SHORTS

100 years of Ray
FANS OF SATYAJIT RAY are looking forward
to May. Two of his books will be published
to commemorate his 100th birth anniversary. 'Another Dozen Stories' by Ray will be
released on May 2 to coincide with his birthday. Aimed at children aged nine years and
above, the book in Bengali is a collection of
12 stories that combine the fantastic and the
real. The book has been translated into English by Indrani Majumdar.
Another book, '3 Rays: Stories from Satyajit Ray,' is a collection of Ray's previously
unpublished works -- including poems, reflections and non-fiction.
Both the books will be published by Penguin
India.

Biryani,
pizza
and dosa

Featuring among the top
ordered foods in 2020, in
a report released by two
leading food aggregators,
the dishes are back in the
limelight.
NOW, how many of us can
say no to biryani? Pizza?
Or a hot, crispy dosa? Few
of us can resist the charms
of these foods. Well, it
looks like they are the top
favourites in the UAE too.
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QUICK SHORTS

Happy
birthday,

Athena

Hubble in
its 30s
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ATHENA has just celebrated her 18th birthday. She
received a flurry of greetings and wishes on social
media. Athena is a jaguar
at the Big Cat Sanctuary
in the UK. Athena was
born in Croatia and was
brought to the sanctuary
in 2011. As soon as the

THE HUBBLE Space
Telescope turned 31 this
year. To mark the event,
the Hubble team shared
the image of a luminous blue variable star,
AG Carinae. One of the
brightest stars seen in
the galaxy, AG Carinae
is a few million years old.
Luminous blue variable
stars are rare. In its 31
years of existence, the
Hubble Space Telescope
has made over 1.5 million

sanctuary posted some photographs of the jaguar along
with a birthday message,
responses came pouring in
with people exclaiming how
beautiful the big cat was.

observations of about
48,000 celestial objects.
And it has made more
than 1,81,000 orbits
around the earth.

QUICK SHORTS

A scoop of
buttermilk
A DAIRY SCIENTIST in Szczecin, a city in Poland, has come up with a new ice cream recipe
that can delay the ageing process, promote a
sense of well-being and improve intellectual
abilities.
Made out of buttermilk, the ice cream is rich
in antioxidant and anti-microbial properties and
has no added emulsifiers or stabilisers. The ice
cream is sweet, creamy, light and fluffy.

O2
DIY
SCIENTISTS AT IIT
MADRAS are working to
create a kit that can generate oxygen sufficient for
a patient in home care.
And the kit uses materials
that can be bought off the
shelves, such as plastic
containers, copper wires
and batteries. Anyone
with a basic understanding of science can make
such a generator.
10 my explorer • MAY, 2021

COVER STORY

Different
Avatars of

Love
By Aparna Nair

ROSH JENSON, GRADE 8, DON BOSCO HS, IRINJALAKUDA, KERALA

Mother's Day is
an annual celebration honouring motherhood
and the influence of mothers
in society. It
is celebrated
on the second
Sunday of May.
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T

he first word. For
some, it is what they
wait for to begin
writing. For most, it is a tool
to make a good impression.
For the faithful, it is what
started creation. But for
all of us, it is the word we
uttered first as soon as we
learnt to speak. The first
word was----“mother”.
Mothers are celebrated
world across on the second
Sunday of May. It has a

history behind it involving
a woman, Anna Jarvis,
who tried to remember her
mother Ann Reeves Jarvis
on that day. Ann Jarvis,
according to her daughter,
was a woman with a heart
large enough to fit the whole
world in it. Many may argue
most mothers are so. But
Anna had her reasons. Ann
Jarvis was a peace activist
who worked for soldiers on
both sides of the American

COVER STORY

“I still remember the day when I was ten,
Sleeping on your lap to the envy of my elder
brothers and sisters.
It was full moon night, my world only you knew
Mother!, My Mother!
When at midnight, I woke with tears falling on
my knee
You knew the pain of your child, My Mother.
Your caring hands, tenderly removing the pain
Your love, your care, your faith gave me
strength,
To face the world without fear and with His
strength.
We will meet again on the great Judgment Day.
My Mother!
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
Former President of India

Civil War. She had also created Mother’s Day Work clubs to
address public health issues.
She was a mother, not
just to Anna, and
thus symbolised
the beauty of
motherhood,
so Anna felt.
Despite
procedural
delays and
debate,
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the decision to observe the second Sunday of May as Mother’s Day prevailed, and
here we celebrate the day when we flash
extra smiles at mothers, cook breakfast for
them, hug them a bit more, touch their feet
to seek blessings (we don’t do this much,
so I guess they will be happy), or just be
near them in silent camaraderie, as though
telling them how much an integral part of us
they are. Actually, vice versa would be more
natural, and a bit self-effacing.
It is also the day to remember that the
love and care she showered us with so
effortlessly is something that no one, not a
single soul, would do other than her.
Motherhood is the emotion that balances
energies in the yin-yang force model that
the Orient of yore believed sustained the
universe. It is also the predominant emotion mentioned in the epics of India where
Mother Nature takes the form of nine goddesses to slay our inner demons
so that the spiritual light could
shine forth from the depths
of individual souls. In yet
another faith, it manifests
as the devotion with
which a girl with an
immaculate heart
bore the man
who came to

COVER STORY

be called the 'Son of God'.
It was also the overriding
factor that defined the cult
of matriarchy remnants of
which were found by experts
from excavations made in the
Catalhoyuk, which lies north of
the Taurus Mountains in South Anatolia.
There are as many such references in
the history of mankind to the energy that
manifested through the mother to nourish,

My mother is over 90 years old now. She does
all her work herself. She is not educated, but
through television she knows what is happening
in the news. When we were young, to get by, we
used to go to our neighbours’ houses and clean
the dishes, fill water. So you can imagine what
a mother has to do to raise her children. There
are thousands of mothers like that and I salute
them
Narendra Modi
Indian Prime Minister
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care, caress, and
even chide. In all
these, the predominant
concept was selflessness. The trait kept a home
intact, a child-safe, and a

My mom was an incredible woman, and I miss
her. She would always tell us that “courage is
the greatest virtue, because without courage
you cannot love with abandon.” She lived her
life that way, loving us with abandon. I want to
wish every mother out there a Happy Mother’s
Day.”
Joe Biden
US President

community together. Clans flourished based
on the matrilineal system, which is still practised in many communities across the globe
and is considered as one of the most democratic of social systems by anthropologists.
In fact, some experts find it better than the

COVER STORY

You are AAI to me because, besides everything
else you are Always Amazing & Irreplaceable.
Thank you for everything you have done for me.
Sachin Tendulkar
Legendary cricketer

I loved it when my mom smiled. Her smile
always hugged me. Every year this day (on
mother’s death anniversary) I talk to her & make
her smile.
Shah Rukh Khan
Bollywood actor
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patrilineal order in terms of human rights and sustainability.
This now brings us to the
question, who is a mother and
what qualities make her one. Is
it the biology that determines
her status as the mother or is it
the nursing that she provides?
Does a mother always have to
be a female? These are questions that have become more
relevant now than before when
people are exploring emotional
quotients and even gender status way more than what they
did before.
Some answers to all these
questions lie in the story of
Ganesh Sawant, who was a
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She (mother Kareema Begum) has music
instincts. Spiritually, she is much higher than
me in the way she thinks and takes decisions.
For instance, her decision of making me take
up music. She made me leave school in Class
XI and take up music. It was her conviction that
music is the line for me.

After the woman passed away, Ganesh
(aka Gauri) took charge of Gayatri, nourished the kid, worked hard to give it a good
education, and even gave her values of
strength and calmness. Baby Gayatri is
now on the way to becoming a professional
now, finishing her education in legal studies.
Ganesh’s (Gauri's) story was first taken
up as part of an ad campaign and then as

AR Rahman
Musician

police officer’s son in Maharashtra. As a
10-year-old, Ganesh was asked what he
wanted to become. He replied, “Mother”.
Everyone around made fun of him, as, at
best, he could be a father but never a mother. Years later, Ganesh (who came to be
known as Gauri as he chose to live life like
a woman than a man) came to know about
a woman from an underprivileged background who was HIV positive and who had
a baby named Gayatri.
15 my explorer • MAY, 2021

There is nothing exceptional in buying a new
car, but my mother decided to buy one, a couple
of years ago, at the age of 82, and drove it until
recently when Covid-19 kept her shut-in and indoors. My mother is a woman with an indomitable spirit, who is determined, driven, ambitious,
and committed to independence. And she inspires me every day with her spirit, her curiosity,
and her interest in everything around her.
Shobha Tharoor Srinivasan
Author, poet and voice artiste
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My mother taught me that there are more
valuable ways to achieve beauty than just
through your external features. She was focused on compassion and respect, and those
are the things that ended up translating to me
as beauty.”
Lupita Nyong’o
Hollywood actress

a social media story of strength and motherhood. Ganesh (Gauri) now plans to open up
an institution where children from the underprivileged background would be cared for as
Gayatri was.
The story thus answers several questions
of whether motherhood means a profession
assigned to a particular gender or a biological process, or if it is a universal, inherent
urge in all elements of nature that helps
growth and evolution. Even animals have
it; there are several stories in Jataka tales,
Panchatantra, and also in children's literature
such as Jungle Book, which corroborate this.
So, among the many enigmas of life that
are both enchanting as well as intriguing,
motherhood is the most profound. It is the
first word that marks creation, and always
often, is the last one too. Because as is said
in the Skanda Purana:
“There is no shade like mother, no home
like mother, no security like mother, and no
giver of life like mother.”
16 my explorer • MAY, 2021

She (mother Corinna) is my number one interlocutor, she is always the first to call me. When
I was promoted to Formula 1 she told me that
she knew the time would come. She always
seemed very confident about my growth path. In
reality, however, she was always right.
Mick Schumacher
F1 racer
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Saluting mother’s
resilience
By Vijay K Nair

W

hen a promising
career of selfless service, as
a technical officer in the
Indian Navy, was cut short
by a near-fatal road accident that rendered half of
my body dysfunctional and
speech impaired, there were
enough reasons to slip into
the abyss of despondency.
But empowered by a
resolute mother who stood
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by me every minute, an
indomitable spirit, and effective treatment and rehabilitation provided by the
Armed Forces, I identified
my strengths and employed
them to benefit myself, and
most importantly, those
around me.
For the first six months
on my hospital bed, I hadn’t
garnered enough courage
to look into a mirror, as I
knew it won’t be a pleasant
sight. I would not be seeing
my face the way it used to
be before the mishap.
Then one day, I looked
at my mother, who spent
every minute of her day
by my bed, ensuring
that all my needs are
tended to. She

retired to her quarters only
at nightfall, just because the
nursing staff couldn’t permit
her to stay by me at night
(I’m sure she would never
leave if she was permitted
to stay.) But she always
made sure that she was by
my bedside at the break of
dawn. I always found her
there when I opened my
eyes and wondered if my
mother had the courage to
see the battered face of her
only son and still put up a
brave face, how can I not
have the courage to accept
my realities?
From that day on began
my process of acceptance
and second coming, incessantly powered by the
resolve of a Spartan mother.
I dedicate the lines on the
next page to mothers -especially of differently-abled children -- who
remain undismayed by
adveristy.
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RESILIANT LOVE :
An ode to
special mothers
By Vijay K Nair

W

ith teary eyes, she endures the pain,
Of childbirth; of bringing a life into the world,
For the culmination of Womanhood, shall be her gain,
When a mother sits with her newborn; in her arms curled.
Little did she know the Providential Plan,
Of putting the mettle of her Motherhood to test,
For her ward couldn’t do, what most kids can,
Like an awkward expression of Divine jest.
But the resilient mother, had made her choice,
Not to lament, but to fight,
To be her debile child’s emphatic voice,
As it was her life’s only light.
The obligation was upon her, sans her man,
While others saw only her child’s debilities,
Only she could see the things her child can,
Truly accomplish with its reminiscent abilities.
With love for her ward in every sinew,
She empowers it for what the future would hold,
And apprehensions of her own, she would subdue,
The stories of such mothers should never go untold.
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Mathematics:
Love it or loathe it?
Recent study shows that 87 per cent of parents believe that their
children love maths as a subject.

By Keerthi Mohan & Joel Mathews

S

tudents have a complicated
relationship with maths. While
some dread the subject that is
often seen as dry and uninteresting,
many find joy in solving problems.
It is a widely accepted notion that
Indian students are exceptionally
good at mathematics. Even the late
physicist Stephen Hawking agreed
to it, telling then-President KR
Narayan in 2001 that Indians were
good at maths as well as physics.
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And it could be because of their
love for the subject, a recent survey
suggests.
In a study conducted by
maths-learning app Countingwell,
a whopping 87 per cent of parents
said that their children love mathematics as a subject. The study also
found that nine out of 10 parents
considered their child to be generally
inquisitive about maths and mathematical concepts.

LEARNING
Not adding up
Meanwhile, another survey conducted in 2019
revealed that Indian students were good only at
textbook math and that they could hardly solve
real-world problems
While students managed to perform “simple
additions” involving three and four digits with 95
per cent accuracy, they scored far lower (69 per
cent) while “calculating total bills,” according to a
report by QuizNext, an app for CBSE and ICSE
students.
Calculating profit and loss were problematic for
Indian students, QuizNext found in its analysis
of 120,000 data points collected from over 7,500
students during April 2019.
India's dismal performance on the global stage
After a gap of 12 years, India is set to participate
in PISA (Programme for International Student
Assessment) this year, and mathematics will be
one of the subjects students will be assessed
on.
PISA is an international assessment that
measures 15-year-old students' reading, mathematics, and science literacy every three years.
India was the participant country in PISA in
2009. The country had participated through
schools in two states -- Tamil Nadu and Himachal Pradesh -- and the results had ranked
Tamil Nadu and Himachal Pradesh 72 and 73
out of a total of 74 participants.
In maths, considered India’s forte, they
finished second and third to last, beating only
Kyrgyzstan.
Since then, India never participated in the
PISA.
More than 80 countries, including 44 middle-income countries, have participated in the assessment since the first round of testing in 2000.
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5 REASONS TO LOVE
MATHEMATICS

1. It's a universal language
2. Helps develop problemsolving skills

3. Encourages curiosity and
questions

4. Keeps the brain from ageing
5. Leads to wiser financial
decisions

MAKING MATHS FUN
- Apply mathematical concepts in
everyday life. The concepts of
addition, subtraction and multiplication can be used in managing your
pocket money, grocery shopping or
even in the kitchen.
- Include fun art and technology into
maths lessons. Game-based learning is an example.
- Explore how different careers use
maths
- Introducing a reward system, a
small treat or an extra hour of television, is a great way to encourage
children to want to learn math
- It’s okay to make mistakes.
Mistakes help to understand what
works and what
doesn’t

LEARNING

Srinivasa
Ramanujan,
a mathematical
genius

S

rinivasa Ramanujan was an Indian
mathematician who was born in
Erode, Madras Presidency, on
December 22, 1887, to a poor Tamil
Brahmin family. Ramanujan’s contribution
to Mathematics ranged from number theory, infinite series, continued fractions and
mathematical analysis.
Ramanujan’s mathematical genius
was first on display as soon as he joined
school in Kumbakonam at the age of seven. As a teenager, Ramanujan grasped
the work of British Mathematician G.S.
Carr from the book, ‘Synopsis of Pure
Mathematics’ and soon began to develop
his theories. However, his love for mathematics eventually turned out to be exclusive to the subject as he was failing in
other subjects taught in the college.
In 1911, he published his first paper in
India. Two years later, Ramanujan began
a correspondence with British mathemati-
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cian G. H. Hardy that eventually led to a
five-year-long mentorship for Ramanujan
at Cambridge.
The association of Hardy and Ramanujan bloomed in Cambridge and resulted in the publication of several papers
enriching the domain of mathematics.
The mathematician was awarded a
bachelor of science degree for research
from Cambridge in 1916 and became a
member of the Royal Society of London
in 1918.
His career was cut short after he contracted tuberculosis. Ramanujan returned to India, where he died in 1920 at
32 years of age.
Ramanujan in his short span of life
compiled about 3900 equations, summaries and results as found from his three
notebooks and work-papers.
The findings of Ramanujan were fundamental to many discoveries after his
death namely the computer science
algorithms, the superstring theory of cosmology and the complicated molecular
systems in statistical machines among
others.

LEARNING
A special computer program had to be
compiled to find the solution to a problem
which Shakuntala Devi had answered in 50
seconds at the Southern Methodist University in Texas in 1977.
Apart from a mathematical wizard,
Shakuntala was also known for her researches on homosexuality, which culminated into a book named ‘The World of
Homosexuals', a first of its kind in India.
The story of Shakuntala was adapted in the
movie, ‘Shakuntala Devi’, released in 2020.
Shakuntala Devi
She wrote a book titled, ‘Figuring: The Joy
an you find the cube root of
of Numbers’, where she explained various
61,629,875 without seeking the help
methods to simplify mathematical calculaof a calculator? Whether you believe tions.
it or not, there lived a person named Shakun- She breathed her last on April 21, 2013, in
tala Devi for whom any mathematical probBengaluru. She holds the record of fastest
lems would be solved in seconds.
human computation in the Guinness Book
Known as a ‘human computer’, Shakuntala of World Record for her calculation of two
Devi was born in Bengaluru on November 4, 13 digit numbers in 28 seconds in 1980.
1929, and rose to become a roving ambassador of India, as described by former Prime
WHAT IS MATH ANXIETY?
Minister Indira Gandhi.
Do you feel uneasy or experience
As a precocious child, Shakuntala took
helplessness when asked to solve
everyone by surprise with her skills and she
a mathematical problem? For some
was fortunate to have the help of her father,
students, doing maths can bring about
a trapeze artist in a circus group, who identinegative emotions such as the fear of
fied the skills of his child.
failure. This is caused by the constant
It was on her visit to the University of Calfrustrations associated with the inability
ifornia, Berkeley, that her abilities were put
to understand mathematical concepts
on a trial by educational psychologist Arthur
and affects their ability to perform. This
Jensen whose results were later published
is called math anxiety and it is not linked
in the academic journal, ‘Intelligence’ in the
to intelligence.
1990s.
If you suffer from math anxiety, fear
She solved the cube root of 61,629,875
not. It can be controlled. Positive reinand the seventh root of 170,859,375 within
forcement can help children get over
a minute even before Jensen could jot down
their anxiety.
the numbers on a sheet of paper.

Human computer

C
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Remembering

the mystic of the East
By Joel Mathews

On May 7, we observe the 160th birth
anniversary of India’s greatest poet and
Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore.
23 my explorer • MAY, 2021

LEGEND

R

abindranath Tagore wore
many hats. A poet, a painter, a philosopher, an educationist, a social reformer, Tagore
was a towering figure in modern Bengali literature as described by Nobel laureate Prof
Amartya Sen.
Tagore continues to inspire
a generation due to his contribution to literature and education. It would be a mistake to
introduce Gurudev, as he was
popularly known, to Bengalis worldwide, as he remains
the torch-bearer of the great
Bengal Renaissance and also
introduced modernity to the
thoughts and practices of people he lived with.
It would be hard to find a
Bengali household without a
portrait or a book of Thakurda.
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The greatest bard of India
• Tagore was born as the youngest of 13 children in Kolkata on May 7, 1861. His father was
Debendranath Tagore, a Hindu reformer who
was part of the Brahmo Samaj. Tagore lost his
mother Sarada Devi during childhood and was
raised by the servants of his house.
• At the age of eight, Tagore wrote his first poem.
He penned poems under the name Bhanu Singha Thakur.
• Tagore loathed formal education as he believed
that it does not explain things, but stokes curiosity. However, his father wanted him to become a
barrister and admitted him to a public school in
England in 1878. Later, he joined the University
College, London, to study law but returned to
Bengal degree-less in 1880.
• Tagore became the first non-European to receive the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913 for
his collection of poems, Gitanjali.
• He was awarded the knighthood by King
George V of England in 1915 but was renounced later to protest the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre in 1919. Tagore wrote a powerful
letter to the Viceroy of India, Lord Chelmsford,
renouncing the honour.
"The disproportionate severity of the punishments inflicted upon the unfortunate people
and the methods of carrying them out, we are
convinced, are without parallel in the history of
civilised governments...The time has come when
badges of honour make our shame glaring in their
incongruous context of humiliation, and I for my
part wish to stand, shorn of all special distinctions,
by the side of my country men," he wrote in his
letter.
• He was a reformer like his father and advocated
against untouchability. He penned poems and
dramas with Dalit protagonists and used his pen
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as a sword to fight untouchability and ‘abnormal
caste consciousness’.
Though a spiritual man, Tagore was a rationalist
in his thoughts. He once rebuked Gandhi for attributing an earthquake in Bihar as revenge on the
oppression against Dalits. However, they shared
a harmonious relationship and it was Tagore who
bestowed the name ‘Mahatma’ to Gandhi.
In a letter to Tagore, Subhas Chandra Bose mentioned that the former had become a blind admirer
of Gandhi and that it was reflected in his writing.
To this, Tagore replied, “Gandhiji is a tremendous
moral and ethical force which, if I do not respect it,
will make me ‘blind’.”
Tagore also shared a harmonious relationship with
Subhash Chandra Bose. The poet hailed him as
‘Deshnayak’ and was worried after the mysterious
disappearance of Bose in 1941.
Tagore’s poems and songs that served as an inspiration for India’s freedom struggle. "Chitto Jetha
Bhayshunyo" ("Where the Mind is Without Fear")
and "Ekla Chalo Re" ("If They Answer Not to Thy
Call, Walk Alone") was received well by the masses
during the freedom struggle.
India’s national anthem Jana Gana Mana was composed by Tagore. It was written during the freedom
struggle as a tribute to the dispenser of India’s
destiny.
Though it was five stanzas long, the government of
India had adopted only the first stanza of the composition as the National Anthem.
Jana Gana Mana was sung for the first time publicly at an annual session of the Congress in December 1911.
The verses of the composition was published a
month later in January 1912 in a Bengali journal
edited by Tagore.
It was adopted as the National Anthem on January
24, 1950 by the Constituent Assembly.

LEGEND

The legacy of

Tagore
By Siddhartha Sarkar

P

Former senior TV journalist

oet. Short story writer. Novelist. Essayist.
Playwright. Lyricist. Artist. Educationist.
Thinker. Humanist. Universalist. Asia's first
Nobel laureate. Now mix all of these and you get
Rabindranath Tagore, the multifaceted genius India
has produced in centuries.
Tagore, nicknamed 'Kabiguru' ('Gurudeb' to many
others) - for he is best known as a poet, - was born
in an aristocrat and progressive family on May 7,
1861, in a place called Jorasanko in Calcutta, now
Kolkata.
Calcutta was the capital of India back then.
The illustrious family where Tagore was born
produced many stalwarts who contributed to the
progress of the country in their ways.
From an early age, Tagore manifested his creative
traits in literature. That the teenaged boy would turn
out to be an extraordinary person was recognised
by another great Bengali literary figure Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhyay, whose 'Vande Mataram'
is our national song. And Tagore is probably the
only person in the world whose two compositions
have become the national anthems of two separate
countries - India and Bangladesh. Even Sri Lanka's
national anthem is widely believed to have been
influenced by Tagore.
Tagore is also one of those few persons in the
world who, despite their little formal education, have
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LEGEND
done immense service to the cause of education.
He founded Shantiniketan, a unique educational
institution that held the classes under the sky, in
the lap of nature thus freeing the mind of the students from the suffocating confines of the walled
classroom. Visva Bharati, as the institution is
called, was unique in that, not only it imparted
bookish knowledge but also had practical classes where students were taught various arts and
skills, even by foreign teachers.
In that sense, Tagore could be considered a
pioneer in the country in the field of education.
Tagore's fame as a poet had spread faster and
he was awarded the Nobel Prize for his book '
Geetanjali' in 1913 making him the first recipient
of the Award in the whole of Asia.
In his lifetime, Tagore wrote hundreds of poems
and composed hundreds of songs, creating a
new genre of songs known as ' Rabindrasangeet
' which expresses every conceivable human
emotion. Often his poems and songs are essentially spiritual, making their appeal more powerful
and eternal.
Even to date Rabindrasangeet remains the
most accepted and loved class of songs in every
cultured Bengali household. Tagore's works and
thoughts have influenced many great thinkers
and literary person of the world.
Tagore died on August 7, 1941 in Calcutta at
the age of eighty.
Eighty years after his death, Tagore remains
as relevant today as he was then. His legacy is
underlined by the fact that he was able to convey
deep-rooted ideas of universal love, brotherhood
and spirituality in a manner that masses can
easily connect to. He will continue to reign in our
hearts as one of the most creative thinkers in the
history of human civilisation.
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ELECTIONS

The Festival of
Democracy
By Keerthi Mohan

S

everal states are now in the process
of forming new governments now that
the results of the assembly elections
have been announced.
In March-April, elections were held in
Tamil Nadu, Kerala, West Bengal, Assam
and Puducherry. These were the first set of
major elections to take place in the country
amid the coronavirus crisis, after the Bihar
Assembly polls in October-November 2020.
In India, there are primarily four types of
elections -- general election i.e., the Lok
Sabha election, State assembly elections,
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Rajya Sabha elections and local body elections.
Lok Sabha elections:
These are conducted every five years and
the members of this house are directly
elected by the citizens of India. Each state
is divided into parliamentary constituencies
and when we vote in a Lok Sabha general
election we elect a Member of Parliament
(MP) from each Parliamentary Constituency.
There are 545 parliamentary constituencies
in the country, and the party with the highest

ELECTIONS
number of seats forms the government.
State Legislative Assembly election:
Each state is governed by its own Legislative Assembly. Under this type of election,
the people of the particular state directly
elect the member of the Legislative assembly or the Vidhan Sabha.
The election of MLAs also takes place
every five years. The candidates of various parties fight an election for MLA seats
and the party that wins by majority form its
government in that state. The MLA’s in the
majority then appoints their leader as the
Chief Minister.
If the parties fail to secure the criteria of
having more than 50 per cent of seats, then
they can form an alliance with another party
to form the government.
Rajya Sabha elections:
In Rajya Sabha election, the MLAs choose
the members of this house on the behalf of
the public.
The present strength of Rajya Sabha is
245, out of which 233 are representatives of
the States and Union territories of Delhi and
Puducherry and 12 are nominated by the
President.
The tenure of the members of this house
is six years but for the one-third numbers
of seats, the election is conducted every
2 years. For the election of Rajya Sabha
members, the MLAs chose the member of
Rajya Sabha through the single transferable
vote system.
Local body elections
The Municipal Corporation consists of a
committee that includes a Mayor with Coun29 my explorer • MAY, 2021

cillors. The municipal elections are held
every five years and the people of the city
directly elect the office-bearers. Every political party recognised by the Election Commission of India can contest the election on
a party symbol.
Elections to the Gram Panchayats and
other local bodies are also conducted every
five years. The Gram Panchayat elections
are conducted by the state election commissioner in alliance with the District Collector
and Tehsildar. The Gram Panchayat members are elected by the villagers for a period of five years. One-third of seats in the
village panchayat are reserved for female
candidates.
A certain number of seats are also reserved for women, scheduled castes,
scheduled tribes and backward classes
in elections to the Nagar Panchayat. The
members are elected for a term of five years
by the electorates from different wards of
the Nagar Panchayat.

PANDEMIC

COVID-19
variants
explained
By Gopika Saju
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S

ince the beginning of
the coronavirus pandemic, the SARSCoV-2 virus has been mutating. That means the genetic
sequence of the virus has
been changing.
Viruses are always changing, and that can cause a
new variant, or strain, of a
virus to form. This sometimes makes the virus act in
different ways.
In most cases, the resultant variants become weakened versions of the pathogen. But, at times, a series
of mutations will produce a
variant that is more infectious and deadly.
Scientists around the
world are observing and
studying the changes in the

virus causing COVID-19.
Their research helps to
understand how fast the
new variants are spreading,
how they might affect your
health, and how effective
different vaccines might be
against them.
HOW MANY CORONAVIRUS STRAINS ARE
THERE?
The virus causing COVID-19 is not new to the
world, but it is new to humans. Coronavirus did not
come up recently. They are
a large family of viruses that
have been around for a long
time. Scientist believe that
the new or "novel" coronavirus causing COVID-19
might have been around for
some time in animals and
has now crossed over into

PANDEMIC
humans.
In September 2020, a mutant version
known as B.1.1.7 was detected in southeastern England, and researchers found it to be
up to 70 per cent more transmissible. This
variant spread to numerous countries around
the world, including the U.S and Canada.
Different variants have emerged in Brazil,
California and other areas. Around mid-December 2020, a variant called B.1.351, which
first appeared in South Africa, was found to
have the ability to re-infect people who have
recovered from earlier versions of the coronavirus.
The P.1 or the Brazil variant was first
spotted in January 2021. Evidence suggests
the mutations in this variant could affect the
ability for antibodies from either a previous
infection or from vaccination to recognize the
virus.
INDIAN VARIANTS
A double mutant variant, officially known as
B.1.617, was first detected in October, in Maharashtra. It contained mutations from two
separate virus variants- E484Q and L452R.
According to research, this variant has been
spotted in at least 21 countries ever since.
After the double mutation, now, a third
mutant variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus has
been found in different parts of India. The
third mutant variant is even more contagious
and deadly. Here, three different COVID
strains combined to form a new variantB.1.618.
The new COVID-19 variants pose greater
risks to people's health and are associated
with an increased risk of death compared to
the original strain.
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The new
COVID-19
variants pose
greater risks to
people’s health
and are associated
with an increased
risk of death
compared to the
original strain

PANDEMIC

THE NEW COVID
SYMPTOMS

F

ever, fatigue, dry cough and body
ache may be the most prominent
symptoms of COVID-19. But with its
second wave, we are seeing some
rare and strange symptoms.
Covid tongue - Patients are experiencing bumps on their tongue, along
with inflammation and swelling. The
body also fails to produce saliva,
which protects your mouth from bad
bacteria. People with these symptoms
may find it difficult to chew food or
even talk properly.
Covid toe - This is a skin condition
that causes purple, blue or red discolouration of the toes. This can appear
on the fingers also. While covid toes
can appear at any age, young adults
are most likely to develop this condition.
Diarrhoea, abdominal pain, rashes
and conjunctivitis are some other new
covid symptoms.
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IMPACT ON KIDS AND YOUNGER
POPULATION
Recently, apart from the most vulnerable groups of people, there has
been an increase in COVID-19 hospitalisation among young people and
children.
About 79,688 children in the five
worst-hit states of India have tested
positive for COVID-19 between March
1 and April 10. Of these children,
around 13,000 are under the age of
five.
Currently, there is no vaccine available for use in children across the
world.
Public health experts say that the
weaker immunity in children, and the
lack of Covid-appropriate behaviour,
could be the reason for the spike.
Also, the new virus mutants are highly transmissible and are turning into
super-spreaders.

GOOD NEWS

Millets,
the new
superfood
By keerthi mohan

T

he UN General
Assembly recently unanimously
adopted a resolution
sponsored by India to
declare 2023 as the International Year of Millets
to raise awareness about
the health benefits of the
grain. The resolution also
aims to inform people
about its suitability for cultivation under changing
climatic conditions.
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The year
2023
has been
declared
as the
International
Year of
Millets.

The resolution was initiated by India with Bangladesh, Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Russia and Senegal and
was co-sponsored by more
than 70 nations.
Expressing gratitude to
all the nations who initiated and co-sponsored the
resolution, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi tweeted that
India was honoured to be at
the forefront of popularising
millets.

GOOD NEWS
"India is honoured to be at the forefront of popularising Millets, whose consumption furthers nutrition, food security
and welfare of farmers. This also offers
research and innovation opportunities
for agriculture scientists and start-up
communities," Modi wrote.
“Gratitude to all the nations who initiated and co-sponsored the resolution
on International Year of Millets at the @
UN. Distinguished delegates were also
served delicious Millet Murukku! This is
one snack I also relish and urge all of
you to try it as well,” he added.
Millets are small-seeded grasses that
are widely used in African and Asian
countries. They are high in fibre and are
widely cultivated as cereal crops or as
fodder for animals.
Rich in B vitamins, calcium, iron,
potassium, magnesium and zinc, millets
can be used in a variety of dishes, such
as in soups, stews and breads. Finger
millets can be popped and turned into a
popcorn-like snack.
Health benefits of millets
· Controls blood sugar
· Improves digestive health
· Protects heart by reducing the
amount of bad cholesterol

· Millets find a mention in the Yajurveda texts, identifying foxtail
millet, Barnyard millet and black
finger millet.
· Millets are sometimes called
famine crops as they are the
only crops that assure yields
during famine situations.
· The Indian government declared
2018 as the ‘national year of
millets’ following a request by the
state of Karnataka.
· Maharashtra, Rajasthan and
Karnataka are the topmost
states of millets cultivation in
India.
· In India, millets are cultivated in
an area of 15.48 million hectares
producing 17.2 million tonnes
with a yield of 1111 kg/ha
Popular types of millets
Millets are broadly classified into two categories. The major millets include the likes of pearl
millet (bajra) and sorghum (jowar) and the
minor millets include finger millet (ragi), kodo
millet, barnyard millet, little millet, proso millet
and foxtail millet.

· Helps in weight loss
· Improves muscle health
· Boosts immunity
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Pearl Millet

Sorghum

INTERVIEW

Painting
a vivid portrait of
Raja Ravi Varma
By Joel THOMAS Mathews

A

uthor Shobha Tharoor
Srinivasan’s latest book
for children ‘Prince with
a Paintbrush: The Story of
Raja Ravi Varma’ is a biography of artist Raja Ravi Varma.
In an email interview with MyEdappt, Srinivasan talks about
the inspiration behind the book
and why she wants today's
generation to learn more about
Raja Ravi Varma.
What made you choose Raja
Ravi Varma as the subject of
your new book?
India has a vast treasure of
stories and art in its trove. I
shared stories from the Panchatantra and Jataka tales
and Tenali Raman’s stories in
a read-aloud series on YouTube and many of the stories I
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Raja Ravi Varma was a famous
19th-century Indian painter who blended
European aesthetics with Indian images and connected the world with his art
more than a century ago, and yet so few
children seemed to know him! I thought
there was no better time to address this
lapse.

SOURCE: WESTLAND BOOKS/TWITTER

read aloud were viewed more than 1,500
times. The stories interested listeners.
I still remember the lessons from these
classics so they are clearly narratives
that endure.
I also remember the Raja Ravi Varma
paintings that hung on the walls of my
grandmother’s tharavad in Palakkad.
These prints of paintings from the Ramayana and the Puranas were the springboard for storytelling sessions at home.
Yet, so many children I spoke to were
familiar with artists in the western canon
but couldn’t recognize the paintings of
well-known artists from India.
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What’s Prince with a Paintbrush: The
Story of Raja Ravi Varma all about?
Prince with a Paintbrush: The Story of
Raja Ravi Varma is an illustrated biography of the artist’s life. But, since this is a
children’s book, and not a scholarly text
or a historical treatise, I have framed
the story in a manner that works for a
children’s book. Young readers will be
introduced to forms of artistic expression that are culturally and historically
specific, but the book has a child narrator who is present on every page and
thinks about her own artistic production
in the course of the story.
It was important to me that the book
introduced RRV’s art to readers so that
RRV’s paintings would be as recognizable and familiar to children as Leonardo
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa or Monet’s Water
Lilies that are so easily identified. By
reading this book, readers will discover
that Ravi Varma’s use of colour and realistic renditions of portraits have been
“copied” in old Bollywood posters and
in Amar Chitra Katha comics that follow
this approach. Children are also likely to
be drawn to the stories from the Indian
epics and the Puranas that were represented with such dramatic detail by Ravi

INTERVIEW
Varma in his paintings.
Do you believe that Raja Ravi Varma’s
portrayal of real men and women as
gods and goddesses created a turning
point in Indian art history?
Many of the subjects of Ravi Varma’s
paintings were the women that the artist
met during his life and his travel throughout different regions of the country. He
used real models for his interpretation
of gods as well. But what made RRV
extraordinary for the time is not just his
realistic interpretations and dramatic
portrayals of mythological scenes but that
he understood the commercial value of
mass production. By setting up the first
lithographic press in India, RRV made
art affordable to everyone. In fact, the
public acquisition of his paintings allowed
gods to be worshipped at home. This was
important during a time when many Indi-
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ans were excluded from visiting temples
because of caste restrictions.
You recognized the unpaid labour of
women in families while talking about
Raja Ravi Varma’s family. This is something other writers do not pay much
heed to. Are we late in discussing gender equality in Indian families?
This is a children’s book and I did not
wish to be overtly political in my viewpoint, yet it is important that the child
question age-old practices. The perspective you speak of is the perspective of the
child who brings her own thinking into the
narrative. She questions child marriage
because she comes from an era where
children are not expected to marry at the
age of 12! And yes, she points out that
the domestic support provided by others
in the household makes it easier for work
to happen. I did mention that RRV’s own

INTERVIEW
to keep an artist’s biography interesting to
children, it was important to frame the story
in an interesting way and keep both descriptions and language simple so that the
narrative appeals to children.

sister, Mangala Bayi, was a talented
artist but the expectations of the times
kept her from developing her own craft.
The young readers of this book can see
themselves on the pages and find their
own answers in the text.
‘Prince with a Paintbrush: The Story
of Raja Ravi Varma’ is an easy read.
Was it a conscious effort to keep the
language simple?
This is my 7th published children’s book
and they are all different. In the case of
Prince with a Paintbrush: The Story of
Raja Ravi Varma I have used an eightyear-old as a narrator and the language
is consistent with the thoughts and
expressions of a child. And, in order
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As writing for children requires one to
adapt to a new way of thinking, how do
you make yourself think like a child,
understand their needs and wants sensibly?
C.S. Lewis, the much loved British writer
who wrote the famous The Lion, The Witch
and the Wardrobe said the following: Where
the children’s story is simply the right form
for what the author has to say, then of
course readers who want to hear that, will
read the story or re-read it, at any age… I
am almost inclined to set it up as a canon
that a children’s story which is enjoyed only
by children is a bad children’s story. The
good ones last.
I love the premise of his words because
when I write I want my books to be something that endures; that can be read to
children, that children can read to themselves when they are older, and that the
adults who engage with the book can enjoy
as well. My book Indi-Alphabet, takes the
reader across the length and breadth of
India (in the alphabets), includes the geographical element of the map with pointers,
shares fun facts on each page, and is also
a book that has Literature in its poetry, Geography in its cartography, History in its fun
facts and Art in its large, colourful images of
places and thus will be useful to teachers in
the classroom as well. Children are intelligent, curious and imaginative. But most
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importantly they can tell if you don’t
believe in your story! I want my
books to be one of the “good ones”
that “last.”
I read in a magazine that you
had been harnessing funds for
persons with disabilities with the
returns from your works. Could
you please tell the readers about
your inspiration for such initiatives and your future plans?
I spent two decades in the disability
arena in America as a Development Director involved in strategic
planning and fund development. I
used words then to present compelling cases for support. Today I
use my words differently and my
writing and voice-over work take up
my days.
Any advice to aspiring writers
and young readers?
My advice would be to say that
reading is an incredible way to
use the hours in the day. Books
will grow your mind, increase your
vocabulary, unfurl your imagination
and allow you to travel to faraway
lands. And, of course, to aspiring
writers, my advice would be to read
as much as you can and pay attention to the children in your lives and
the world around you.
What’s a piece of advice from
your mother that has stayed with
you?
My mother has a combination
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of drive, ambition and dissatisfaction with the
ordinary in her DNA. As I wrote in my dedication
to her in the RRV book she wanted me to be “a
painter, a potter, a poet, ALL three.” There was
nothing she thought we couldn’t do and there
was always time in the day to learn a new skill
or hone a talent. We have all grown up with the
understanding of the value of time and know that
it cannot be squandered. That did not mean that
time could not be used to have fun. As she said,
“If you are enjoying what you do your time is well
spent. But be conscious of how you use it.”

TREND

Get
Podcasting!
By Keerthi Mohan

N

ewsy Jacuzzi is a one-of-its
kind news podcast for children featuring mother-daughter duo Lyndee Prickitt and Leela
Sivasankar Prickitt. Every week,
they crawl under their bed and
record news podcast, because the
space under their bed is the quietest
they could find to record.
Eight-year-old Leela is a self-proclaimed podcast nerd and the idea
for a news podcast cropped up
when the lockdown happened in
March 2020.
In an email interview with My
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Explorer, Leela talks about Newsy
Jacuzzi and the interesting world of
podcasts.
How did you develop an interest
in podcasts?
Well, I'm a podcast nerd. I could
listen to podcasts all day long - the
science ones, the storytelling ones,
the science storytelling ones - those
would be science fiction! - I love
them all. So when my mom, who's
a journalist and who used to work
in radio, asked me if I wanted to
do a podcast with her - you know,

TREND
we were stuck inside our hot Delhi flat all
summer with not a lot to do - I basically
jumped up and down and screamed, "Yes!
Yes! Yes!"
How do you choose the topics for your
podcast?
Well, we get a couple of different Indian
newspapers at home every day, plus my
mom and I listen to a lot of podcast news
programs to make sure we know what's
happening outside of India. We also look
online for stories. I've started looking by
myself and emailing her stories ideas I
think would work for Newsy Jacuzzi, like
the world's largest radio telescope that
collapsed, or the Indian tigers in wildlife reserves found with snares around their neck,
or the 23-year-old electrical engineering
student from Andhra Pradesh who has built
a wind turbine that can generate electricity
and clean drinking water. How cool is that?
Then, after we get a long list of ideas, we
have a weekly edit meeting - usually with
ice cream or popcorn! - to decide what goes
in the show.
How do you approach serious socio-political topics such as racism?
We rarely have the TV on in my house,
so I didn't really watch the news at all as
a younger child. But then I started hearing
my parents discuss things, like the protests
in Delhi or the death of George Floyd, and
I wanted to know why they were so upset,
so I kept asking questions. My mom is
pretty good at breaking things down and
making me understand it. She uses a lot
of playground examples, to make me un41 my explorer • MAY, 2021

derstand things, like why two groups of
people might be mad at each other or
not respecting each other. That helps
me get it. It's sometimes not nice topics,
sure. But my mom says she'd rather be
the one introducing that kind of stuff to
me than me hearing it out on the playground (well, when this nasty pandemic
is over and we can get back into school
and playgrounds!) from other people.
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What are the topics you are passionate
about?
Well, I love legos and comic books and
creating my own comic books and paper
dolls. But when I'm not playing or reading or
creating... Well, if you're talking about what
subjects I like to report on bests, then I love
just about anything to do with science - I love
science! Honestly, before I started listening
to podcasts A LOT, I didn't really think much
about science. But the good ones (like ours!)
really make science come alive and seem really fun and important to our life. That's why
on Newsy Jacuzzi we call science stories,
"the world of wow!" I love nature and animal
stories - the silly ones, which we do a lot of
by the way, and even the serious or clever
animal stories. And just about any space
story interests me. We do a lot of those too.
I also love our oddball stories, because I like
to laugh a lot and they usually do the trick.
How can we get more children interested
in the news?
You have to find a good outlet - like a good
TV show or, obviously, a good podcast or
there are even some super cool children's
magazines and websites out there - then it's
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easy to be interested in the news because they are interesting and told in a
way we'll understand. Also, don't just think
of news as stuff about politicians and laws
and money. News is basically anything
new - if you follow what you're interested
in, you'll be getting the news. But also
try to pay attention to other subjects too.
Give other subjects a try. I didn't know I
loved science so much until I started listening to really cool science podcasts.
Also, talk to your parents about what's
in the news. You'll be surprised how excited they'll be to discuss it with you.
Any tips for children who want to get
into podcasting?
Just do it! You don't need a lot of fancy
equipment. Or a studio. We record under
the bed! (So, yeah, you need a quiet,
small space without an echo - a closet,
under the bed or even under a blanket
- which is pretty fun, by the way.) Try
and podcast about something you like.
Also, don't just talk the whole time - that's
boring to hear. Get other voices or lots of
sounds.

SPOTLIGHT

Smoking,

please
By Joel thomas Mathews

R

amping up its effort to curb
the menace of smoking by
the younger generation, the
New Zealand government is planning to ban the sale of cigarettes to
those who are born after 2004 under its ambitious Smoke-free 2025
plan. Lawmakers believe that this
will help drastically reduce the number of deaths due to tobacco use.
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SPOTLIGHT
New Zealand’s associate
health minister Ayesha Verrall
said that about 4,500 citizens
die every year from tobacco
use. Smoking accounts for
one in four cancer deaths in
New Zealand. Tobacco use is
highest among the Maoris, an
indigenous community in New
Zealand where cancer caused
by tobacco is one of the leading causes of deaths in the
group.
A report by the World Health
Organisation reveals that
around 8 million people die
from tobacco use annually. It
can also take the lives of passive smokers. About 1.2 million
deaths are reported annually
by passive smokers due to to-

“Smoking or exposure to second-hand smoke
kills around 12 people a day in New Zealand,”
says New Zealand’s Associate Minister of
Health Dr Ayesha Verrall announced.
“We want to make sure that New Zealanders, particularly our underserved communities, don’t continue to suffer the disastrous
effects of smoking tobacco.”

bacco use. Tobacco use would
also lead one to cardiovascular
and respiratory diseases and
about 20 types of cancers. The
report also underlines that the
deaths occur mostly in low and
middle-income countries.
The World Health Organisation has launched a year-long
global campaign for World No
Tobacco Day 2021 – “Commit
to Quit”. This campaign aims
to support 100 million people
worldwide in their attempt
to give up tobacco through
various initiatives and digital
solutions.
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• More than a hundred million people
died of smoking in the 20th century,
whereas the figures would touch a billion this century.
• Smoking is one of the reasons attributed to early deaths. 15 per cent of the
total deaths are due to smoking.
• The older population is badly affected
by deaths due to smoking. About 93 per
cent of the dead were above 50 years
of age.
• One in five adults in the world smoke
tobacco. Men are most likely to fall for
tobacco than women.
• Smoking rates in the US fell from 42
per cent in 1965 to 14 per cent by 2018.
• Death rates from smoking are highest
across Asia and Eastern Europe. The
death rate from smoking in India is 92
deaths per 1,00,000.
• There are five countries in the world
where more than 40 per cent of the
population smokes. They are Kiriba45 my explorer • MAY, 2021

•
•
•

•
•

ti (47 per cent), Montenegro (46 per
cent), Greece (43 per cent), Timor (43
per cent), Nauru (40 per cent)
In Ethiopia, Ghana, Peru and Honduras
less than 5 per cent of the population
smoke.
Tobacco use accounts for about 1.35
million deaths in India a year, according
to the WHO.
Nearly 267 million adults (15 years
and above) in India (29 per cent of all
adults) are users of tobacco, according
to the Global Adult Tobacco Survey
India, 2016-17.
India is also the second-largest consumer and producer of tobacco worldwide.
As per a report of the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare, the total economic
cost attributed to tobacco use from all
diseases in India during 2011 for persons aged between 35 and 39 was Rs
1,04,500 crore.

SCIENCE

Muon mystery
deepens
By Keerthi Mohan

A

new experiment has broken the known rules of physics and scientists are baffled. The initial research of
an international collaboration of scientists revealed
that Muons, a type of subatomic particle, were moving in
unexpected ways that didn’t match theoretical predictions.
Scientists found that the muon is more magnetic than
predicted and this finding has the potential to unravel our
understanding of the universe.

What is a muon?
A muon is akin to an electron but far heavier. They are created when cosmic rays collide with particles in the Earth’s
atmosphere. Like electrons, muons have an electric charge
and generate tiny magnetic fields.
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Because they are able to pass penetrate
rocks and reveal voids, researchers have
used these high-speed particles to probe
the interiors of structures from volcanoes to
pyramids. This technique is called muography.
What was the experiment?
The experiment was hosted by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory and it brought together 200 scientists from 35 institutions in
seven countries. It also involved key contributions by a Cornell team led by Lawrence
Gibbons, professor of physics in the College of Arts and Sciences.
The aim was to confirm the findings of
a 1998 experiment that showed that muons’ magnetic field deviates significantly
from the Standard Model, which is used to
explain the laws that govern fundamental
particles.
“The question was, what’s going on? Was
the experiment wrong? Or is the theory incomplete?” Gibbons told Cornell Chronicle.
“And if the theory is incomplete, then confirming what’s going on becomes the first
terrestrial evidence of a totally new kind of
fundamental particle or force that we don’t
know about. It would be the first experiment on Earth that is sort of the equivalent
of the discovery of dark matter in space.”
The results matched the original experiment’s findings.
What’s next?
Scientists believe that the behaviour of the
muons could be due to a fifth fundamental
force of the universe that is yet to be dis47 my explorer • MAY, 2021

covered.
The results from the recent experiment
only represent 6 per cent of the data the
researchers hope to eventually collect.
A second run is already in the works
and researchers believe it will generate
three to four times as much data.
It could be 10 years before all the
analysis is done.
“We landed right on top of this result
that really could indicate that there’s
something totally new going on. We
really want to push the uncertainty, the
precision, to make the strongest possible statement that we can experimentally,” said Gibbons. “We may be onto
something really profound, something
we don’t understand. And we still have
to figure out what it is.”

SCIENCE

Monkey plays
By Keerthi Mohan

L

mind game

ast month, Elon Musk, the billionaire
behind Tesla and SpaceX, shared a
video of a macaque monkey playing
the video game Pong with its mind.
The video was posted by Neuralink, a
start-up founded by Musk that specialises
in neural interface technology. Neuralink
claims the monkey named Pager has had
a chip implanted in his brain for six weeks
and is able to play video games via the
chip.
“A monkey is literally playing a video
game telepathically using a brain chip,”
Musk wrote on Twitter.
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What is Neuralink?
Neuralink was founded in 2016 and is
headquartered in San Francisco. The
company is developing a microchip that
would be implanted in a person's skull.
From these chips wires would fan out into
the brain that would be able to record brain
activity and stimulate areas of the brain.
What’s the viral video all about?
The video shows how a monkey is perfectly
able to play a video game using his mind.
The video starts relatively simply. It shows
the nine-year-old Pager, who has two
Neuralink devices implanted in his brain,

SCIENCE
target. But now, the joystick is fully
disconnected. “He’s [Pager] controlling the cursor with entirely decoded neural activity,” the presenter
explains.

Elon Musk

playing with a joystick to move a cursor around
to targets presented on the screen.
A narrator explains that while Pager is doing
this activity, the Neuralink chip is recording the
monkey’s neuronal activity and feeding the
data into a decoder algorithm. This allows researchers the ability to predict Pager’s “intended hand movements, in real-time.”
After studying and modelling the relationship
between the neuronal activity and the corresponding joystick movements, the presenter
explains that “we can use the output from the
decoder to move the cursor, instead of the
joystick.”
The video goes on to show Pager continuing
to play with the joystick to accurately hit the
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Is brain control a new feat?
Brain control of computer cursors by
monkeys is not new. Scientists have
been able to get monkeys to control
computer cursors via neural interfaces since 2002.
“The first comparable demonstrations were published in 2002
although it could be argued the idea
dates back to work by Eberhard
Fetz in the 1960s,” Andrew Jackson,
Professor of Neural Interfaces at
Newcastle University, told NBC.
He said the approach has also
been tested in humans since 2006.
“The control in the video looks impressive, but without seeing a proper
publication on their data it is hard to
say how it compares to the current
state-of-the-art.”
What was new and innovative was
that no cables were coming through
the skin and that the brain signals
were all being sent wirelessly, said
Jackson.
“This to me is the advance here,
and is important both for improving
the safety of human applications
(wires through the skin are a potential route for infection) and also as a
way of improving the welfare of animals used in neuroscience studies,”
Jackson said.

SCIENCE

Not exactly thrilled
Cognitive psychologist and philosopher
Susan Schneider believes Musk's vision to
merge human brains and computers would
be “suicide for the human mind.”
In an email to the Observer, she noted:
“While I’m excited about the therapeutic
applications of brain chips for those with
movement and memory problems, I worry
about the widespread use of brain chips
in the future. Without proper regulations,
your innermost thoughts and biometric data
could be sold to the highest bidder. People
may feel compelled to use brain chips to
stay employed in a future in which AI outmodes us in the workplace.”
The People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) has also raised concerns.
“Monkeys in neuroscience experiments
are kept constantly thirsty or hungry to
coerce them to cooperate and stare at a
screen for hours,” PETA said in a statement
sent to Observer. “Experiments similar to
Neuralink’s have been done many times
before, always at the expense of animals
whose lives have been stolen, and nothing
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has come of it.”
Potential uses for Neuralink
Although the technology is still in its infancy,
Neuralink hopes that its devices will allow
paralyzed humans to use their minds to
operate machines.
Musk claims that the first Neuralink product will allow a paralyzed human to use
a smartphone with their mind faster than
someone using their thumbs.
“Later versions will be able to shunt signals from Neuralinks in the brain to Neuralinks in body motor/sensory neuron clusters,
thus enabling, for example, paraplegics to
walk again,” Musk explained in a tweet.
In the long term, Musk claims that Neuralink could allow humans to send concepts to
one another using telepathy and exist in a
“saved state” after they die that could then
be put into a robot or another human.
When asked on Twitter if it could help the
visually impaired, Musk tweeted: "Absolutely doable. Possibly as soon as Neuralink
device version 2, highly likely by version 3."

SPACE WATCH

Ready to Move
to Mars?
By Joel THOMAS Mathews

C

an we find a home on other planets
when Earth is being attacked by
deadly viruses like the COVID-19?
An assertive answer to this existential question would be answered by NASA’s ongoing
Mars Exploration Program.
An experimental instrument aboard the
Perseverance, the car-sized rover that landed on Mars in February this year, has successfully extracted oxygen from the planet.
The Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource
Utilisation Experiment (MOXIE), which is
aboard the Perseverance, converted carbon dioxide in the atmosphere into Oxygen
on April 20, the 60th Martian day. MOXIE
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produced 5.4 grams of oxygen, enough to
sustain an astronaut for about 10 minutes.
"This is a critical first step at converting
carbon dioxide to oxygen on Mars," said
Jim Reuter, associate administrator for
NASA's Space Technology Mission Directorate, in a statement.
"MOXIE has more work to do, but the
results from this technology demonstration
are full of promise as we move toward our
goal of one day seeing humans on Mars.
Oxygen isn't just the stuff we breathe.
Rocket propellant depends on oxygen, and
future explorers will depend on producing
propellant on Mars to make the trip home."

SPACE WATCH

“MOXIE has more work
to do, but the results
from this technology
demonstration are full of
promise as we move toward our goal of one day
seeing humans on Mars.
Oxygen isn’t just the stuff
we breathe. Rocket propellant depends on oxygen, and future explorers
will depend on producing
propellant on Mars to
make the trip home.”

Ingenuity
NASA has been making great strides on the
Red Planet.
Ingenuity, the small robotic helicopter operating on the Martian surface, made a second successful flight on April 22. It created
history by achieving the first powered flight
of an aircraft on another planet.
Ingenuity made the first flight on April 19. It
was attached to the Perseverance rover and
its take-off and landing area on the Martian
surface is named after the Wright Brothers
Field in honour of their achievements.
Ingenuity carries a piece of fabric from
the Wright Flyer, the first successful heavier-than-air powered aircraft designed and
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built by the Wright Brothers.
The first flight on a planet beyond
Earth was an unpowered balloon flight
on Venus by the Soviet Union in 1985.
The Mars Exploration Program is
conducted to understand the formation
and early evolution of Mars as a planet, the history of geological and climate
processes that have shaped Mars
through time, the potential for Mars to
have hosted life, the future exploration
of Mars by humans and how Mars
compares to and contrasts with Earth.
Perseverance snaps a selfie with
Ingenuity
On April 6, just days after Perseverance rover dropped the Ingenuity
helicopter on the Red Planet, the two
robots took a selfie together and sent
it back to Earth. Perseverance used
its robotic arm, which has a camera
mounted on the end, to capture the
image. Ingenuity can be seen 4 meters
away on the left side of the rover.

SPACE WATCH
WHY MARS?
There are several strategic, practical and
scientific reasons for humans to explore
Mars. Among them, we know that Mars
is the most accessible place in the solar
system. Additionally, exploring Mars provides the opportunity to possibly answer
the origin and evolution of life questions,
and could someday be a destination for the
survival of humankind.
In the strategic sense, exploring Mars
demonstrates our political and economic
leadership as a nation, improves the quality
of life on Earth, helps us learn about our
home planet, and expands US leadership
in the peaceful, international exploration of
space.
From a practical perspective we know
that Mars is unique across the entire solar
system in that it is a terrestrial planet with
an atmosphere and climate, its geology
is known to be very diverse and complex
(like Earth), and it appears that the climate
of Mars has changed over its history (like
Earth).
Overall, many of the key questions in
solar system science can be addressed
effectively by exploring Mars. This endeavour also serves to inspire the next generation of explorers and dramatically expand
human knowledge.
Courtesy: mars.nasa.gov
India's Mars Mission
The Mars Orbiter Mission or Mangalyaan,
a robotic spacecraft, has been orbiting the
planet since September 24, 2014. It is India’s first interplanetary mission and is the
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fourth in the world to achieve the feat. India is also the first in Asia to have reached
the Martian orbit and the first nation in the
world to have reached the orbit in the first
attempt.
The Mangalyaan is a demonstration
project that would be helpful for the development of technologies in India’s future
interplanetary missions. It is monitored
from the ISRO Spacecraft Control Centre
in Bengaluru.
The cost of the mission was approximately Rs 450 crore, making it the cheapest Mars mission to date.
GAGANYAAN
India’s first human space mission programme, Gaganyaan is scheduled to have
its unmanned launch in December this
year.
The final launch of Gaganyaan would
have three Indian astronauts along with a
robot named Vyommitra, to help give out
warnings if environmental changes within
the cabin get uncomfortable for the astronauts. It is slated for 2022 when the nation
completes 75 years of Independence.

ISHITA BHAVE likes
to think of herself as OWL,
nowhere near as wise but finds
humans just as fascinating!
She is currently pursuing her
Masters in Social Integration
from Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. You can write to
her at bhave.ishita@gmail.com

the culture

owl

Welcome to OWL’s
nest! OWL has travelled

widely and belongs to
everywhere and nowhere.
She is wise beyond her
years and uses her superpower of CultureVision to
reveal the exciting parts

of everyday life. Now, she
invites you to her nest to
share experiences from
her many adventures and
be your window to the
world. She loves talking to
people and is Observant
While Listening making

OWL: Last time we discussed just how fascinating
human beings are if we know what to look for. But I
understand that it is still not easy to find your normal
life interesting... And one way to learn about human
beings is by looking at people from other cultures.
Do you understand what a culture is?
I: Yes! Like somebody’s language, festivals, traditional dresses and native food.
OWL: Absolutely! These are some of the easiest
ways of identifying someone’s culture. Our culture is
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her an expert on the art of
chit- chat! Spending time
with her will help you develop your CultureVision
as you dive into the many
dimensions of human
society, culture and
psychology

the common things and behaviours that we share with other
people in our cultural group.
And culture is super interesting
because every human society,
in every part of the world has a
unique culture. Actually, there
is so much to study about culture that there are experts who
study only culture. They are
called Anthropologists.

I: So do these people study about the
food and clothes from all around the
world? That sounds so fun and interesting!
OWL: Yes, it is extremely fascinating. But
actually, they study so much more than
that. Because ‘culture’ actually has so
many other things in it. Culture decides
what we find beautiful, our relationship
with animals, our body language, the idea
of good and bad, how we behave around
elders, and so much more!! Let me ask
you- do you or your family have a pet?
Which animal do you have? What activities do you do with your pet?
I: I have a pet dog! I play with him a
lot, take him for walks, he even sleeps
with me….
OWL: Now did you know that different
cultures around the world have different
preferences for pets? Like in Peru, a
lot of households keep pet Alpacas. In
Japan, people often keep Giant Horned
Beetles as pets at home and in Pet Cafes, they have owls that customers can
come and play with! Even when it comes
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to pet dogs, different cultures have
different ideas! For example, a tribe
in Kenya only keeps dogs for protection and never play with them or allow
them inside their house. Now imagine
if someone from this tribe came to your
house and saw you cuddling with your
dog… they will be just as shocked as
if you saw someone feeding their pet
beetle!
I: Hahaha this is so funny and interesting! OWL this means that if you
were from Japan, you could have
been someone’s pet!
OWL: It absolutely is! And this is the
amazing thing about culture- things that
you think are ‘just the way things are’
are actually how things are in YOUR
culture. This means that for someone
else in the world, it might be something
totally different! And every little thing
in your life is a sign of your culture
because culture is a lot more than the
things we can easily see on the surface

like food, clothing and language. In fact, the real culture
is what we cannot see but can
feel.
I: Oh so you are saying that
there is a lot more culture
beneath the surface than on
top? This sounds like the giant iceberg from the Titanic
movie where there was more
under water than what was
seen outside the water!
OWL: Yes, this is a very useful
way of thinking about culture.
Just like 90% of the iceberg is
out of sight (below the water)
same way 90% of our culture
is out of our conscious awareness. And it is actually this
out-of- awareness part, called
‘deep culture’, that makes up
our world and decides how we
see the rest of the world.

ECAMPUSONTARIO.PRESSBOOKS.PUB

Some things you can try out before we meet again
Look at the cultural iceberg model here and try to identify any 2 things about your
‘deep’ culture. Try to find out how it is in some other parts of the world. Some interesting things to explore are idea of beauty, perception of time, body language and
gestures
If you want to see just how culture makes things interesting, watch the first few minutes of English Singsing’s YouTube video titled: ‘Understanding one’s culture- Educational video for Kids’. It gives a very practical and funny example of how the same
hand gesture means different things around the world
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The path
of the
‘enlightened
one’

W

hen the prince
of Kapilavastu,
Nepal, was born,
a holy man predicted that
he would one day become
a great ruler or a famous
spiritual teacher.
Worried that his son would
prefer a spiritual life, the
prince’s father Śuddhodana
decided to give him a life of
pleasure and comforts, and
prevent him from seeing
any kind of suffering.
Thus the prince was
never allowed to step
out of his luxurious
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palace. He lived a protected
life, learning and playing
within the palace compound.
However, overcome with
curiosity about what lay

customary tales

Manju Subhash Chandran
Senior journalist
based in Mumbai

beyond the walls of his
mansion, one day he asked
his charioteer to take him
outside to see the city.
On his way, he saw three
sights that changed his life
forever. They were: an old
man, a sick man, and a
dead body. He also saw a
holy man who seemed to be
very calm and peaceful.
The sight of people’s suffering had a deep impact on
his mind and after returning
to the palace he decided
to give up his comfortable life.

And so at the age of 29, Prince
Siddhartha left home in the dead
of night in search of Truth, while
his wife Yashodara and son Rahula lay sleeping.
After wandering for years and
learning from many spiritual
gurus, he sat in meditation underneath a Bodhi tree. Here, the
wandering prince was able to recall his past lives and understand
the cycle of birth and rebirths. He
finally found answers to the Truth
that he was seeking. Henceforth,
he was called Buddha, or the
enlightened one.
Gautama Buddha
became a great
spiritual guru and
his teachings formed
the basis for Buddhism.
Buddha Pournima is an
occasion of great joy and
celebration for followers of
Buddhism, or Buddhists.
It falls on the full moon day of
the Vaisakh month (mid-April to
mid-May) according to the Hindu
calendar.
Three important life events
connected to Buddha occurred
on this day. His birth, his enlightenment (nirvana) and his death
(mahaparinirvana). Therefore,
Buddha Pournmia is considered
triply auspicious by Buddhists.
It is celebrated with much gusto
in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Bhu58 my explorer • MAY, 2021

tan, Thailand and Indian states,
including Sikkim and Himachal
Pradesh. The celebrations last
for three days or even a week
and is marked by group meditation, prayer recitals and huge
processions by monks.
The Mahabodhi Temple complex, in Bodh Gaya, Bihar, sits on
the site where Buddha attained
nirvana beneath the Bodhi tree.
Although the original tree is long
gone, another one stands in its
place.
Pilgrims flock to this site to
pay their respects, and spend a
few days conducting rituals and
prayers.
An important ritual is the bathing of the Buddha where holy
and scented water is poured on
the statue of Buddha.
During this week, there is a
complete ban on the slaughter of
animals and most people adopt a
vegetarian diet.
Buddhists also undertake charity during this time and offer food,
clothes and other necessities to
monks and the poor.
This year Buddha Purnima,
also called Vesak in some countries, will be celebrated on May
26.
A simple quote by Buddha best
sums up his teachings.
“There is no path to happiness.
Happiness is the path.”

PARENTING

challenges
in the digital
world
By Nisha MS

C

yberpsychology is a relatively new field in behavioural
sciences. In the digital era, the
methods and efforts needed to study
human behaviour should be extended
to online behaviour also and hence
cyberpsychology.
It was only in recent times that the
adult generation got exposed to virtual
media, but that is not the case with
children. They are born into a digital
world where most individuals have a
real physical life and a different digital
life.
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When our children get such early
exposure to the virtual aspects of the
world, the need for monitoring becomes very important. Not all parents
are tech-savvy, but most children have
access to some sort of digital media.
In earlier times, when the digital media was just television, the content was
prepared with great care. The internet
brought in an information revolution
and filtering of information became
complicated. Therefore, in today’s parenting, the dimension of digital media
parenting is a necessity.

PARENTING

How can we do this?
First, we should teach children what
the actual use of digital media is and
how to set boundaries. Parents can
apply different mediation strategies like
co-viewing, co- using, restrictive mediation, technical restriction such as parental control and active mediation. You
can watch or use media along with your
child, you can set time limits and make
the gadgets accessible for that particular time or you can put filters and parental controls in the applications they use.
All these methods assure your child a
safe digital environment. You can even
identify your child’s technical skills once
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you attempt these methods.
Cyber lives are quite different from
physical lives, and children should be
taught to distinguish between the two.
People usually try to look good, feel
good and act well through social networking services. If a child interprets
that as the only way to be happy and
enjoy things, then it can affect their
quality of life.
Let our children have a chance to
know the warmth and love from both
virtual and real life through proper
parenting.

game

point

Viability of
Tokyo Olympics
in Covid times

S

ince the start of the
Olympic Games in
1896, it has been
cancelled thrice -- once
during World War I (1916)
and twice during World War
II (1940, 1944).
The 2020 edition in Tokyo
was postponed for a year,
due to the outbreak of the
coronavirus pandemic.
In the Games history,
there have been editions which saw politically
charged boycotts and two
separate terrorist attacks,
but were never cancelled
or postponed during peacetime.
The postponed Tokyo
Games has been sched-
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Sattwik Biswal

SENIOR SPORTS JOURNALIST, chennai

uled to start on July 23 and
culminate on August 8 this
year. But with less than
three months to go, the
organisers are trying their
best to convince the Japanese public, which is
extremely sceptical of the
Games being held with a
resurgent pandemic.
The public in Japan have
already started to question
the viability of the Games
in a scenario such as this
and want the Olympics to
be cancelled or postponed
again.
The organisers, which
include the International
Olympic Committee (IOC)
and the Japanese govern-

ment, have assured that they would "deploy
all possible countermeasures and place the
highest priority on safety".
With the number of Covid-19 cases on the
rise again, parts of Japan including Tokyo
have been put in a state of emergency.
Moreover, the slow rollout of the vaccine
drive in Japan is becoming counterproductive to the government's claim to host the
Olympics with safety.
Overseas spectators have already been
banned and a decision to allow domestic
audiences inside the venues will be taken
few weeks before the Games begin.
However, even without foreign spectators,
more than 10,000 athletes, coaches and
support staff are expected to arrive in
Tokyo.
Last week of April, stricter safety measures were announced by the organisers, as
athletes and close contacts will be tested
every day, while all participants must have
two negative tests before arrival.
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In an earlier version of the rule playbook
released in February, singing and chanting
during events were banned. Also, athletes
were required to wear masks at all times,
except when outdoors, sleeping or eating.
Thomas Bach, head of IOC had said
that the rule playbooks would be strictly
enforced as the IOC was fully committed
to the successful and safe delivery of the
Games.
Is vaccination of athletes and participating
officials a way out for the safe conduct of
the Games? But IOC has not made it obligatory, saying not every country would have
access to Covid-19 vaccines.
The pandemic is still a developing situation globally and really difficult to predict
how it would be like close to the Games.
Moreover, the IOC and Japan government
won't like to be in a situation like the IPL,
and be called "tone deaf" and "insensitive"
for conducting the Games in bio-bubbles
when a pandemic is raging outside.

Sports scan
Carlsen does it again!

T

he Norwegian chess grandmaster and world champion
Magnus Carlsen won the first
Meltwater Champions Chess
tour by defeating the American
rival Hikaru Nakamura with
a 3-1 final set victory earlier
this month. Carlsen takes the
$30,000 cash prize for the first
position while Nakamura cashed
in $15,000 for his second prize.
On an another note, Russian grand master Ian Nepomniachtchi had qualified for
the finals of the World Chess

Championship and would
now challenge the reigning
champion Carlsen in the finals
in November this year as a
neutral player as he is facing
a ban for doping.
India’s 15-year-old chess
prodigy R Praggnanandhaa
also made a spectacular
debut in the Meltwater Champions Chess tour winning the
games against legends like
Sergei Karjakin and Teimor
Radjabov and drawing a
game with Carlsen.

swansong in 2022

I

ndia’s women ODI captain
Mithali Raj has announced that
the 2022 World Cup will be her
last tournament. Raj, 38, the
most successful women cricketer
the country has produced, spoke
about plans to hang her boots
at a book launch of ‘1971: The
Beginning of India’s Cricketing
Greatness’, published by Harper
Collins and authored by Boria
Majumdar and Gautam Bhattacharya.
Raj is the first woman to
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complete 20 years in international cricket and also holds
various distinctions for her
performance including the
highest run scorer, the only
woman cricketer to surpass
7,000 runs in ODI cricket.
She is the recipient of several national and international
awards, including the Wisden
Leading Woman Cricketer in
the World in 2017, and India’s
Arjuna Award in 2003, and the
Padma Shri in 2015.

kick racism out

S

everal sports bodies in England recently
observed an 81-hour social media boycott to
press the tech companies on online racial abuse. A
campaign spearheaded by the English Football Association and a group of football bodies in England,
was joined by Prince William, footballer Lionel
Messi and Formula One champion Lewis Hamilton.
The campaign, which began on April 30, received
the support of other English sports like cricket, rugby, tennis and horse racing, with stars announcing
that they would stay silent on the social media.
Earlier, the English Player’s Union called for a
boycott of social media for a day in 2019 to demand
tougher actions against people who sent hate
mesages to its members on the internet.

‘Venkaboys’ rock!

A

fter a surprise video featuring Rahul Dravid
as ‘Indiranagar Ka Gunda’, credit card management platoform Cred was recently out with a
new video featuring former cricketers Venkatesh
Prasad, Javagal Srinath, Maninder Singh and
Saba Karim as members of a boyband.
The one-minute clip presents the top players
of the ‘80s and ‘90s as “Venkaboys”, wearing
all-white outfits and crooning a catchy number.
“If you are one of those Gen Z, you might not
know me. Just go and ask your daddy,” goes the
lyrics.
India’s hitman Rohit Sharma shared the ad
on Twitter and added a message for Venkatesh

Adieu, shooter dadi
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Prasad, who later became Team India’s bowling
coach. “From listening to you coach me on the field,
to now listening to you sing while I am on my way to
the stadium. Venky bhai....it’s been a journey,” wrote
Sharma.

C

handro Tomar, 89, known by many as India’s
shooter ‘Dadi’, succumbed to COVID-19 last
month. She became the oldest woman sharp
shooter in the world after taking up the sports in
her 60s.
Hailing from the Baghpat village in Uttar
Pradesh, Tomar was 60-plus when she picked
up the gun for the first time but went on to win
many national competitions for veterans, her
feats ultimately inspiring the award-winning Bollywood movie ‘Saand ki Aankh’.
Shooter Dadi won many awards in senior
citizen category including Stri Shakti Sanman
presented by the President of India.

Electrifying news

L

uxury car maker Audi is planning to introduce its
electric sports car for the 2023 season of 24 Hours of
Le Mans, the world’s oldest active sports car race held
annually since 1923 in France.

The new sports prototype is designed with
the help of Porsche and the company is also
looking forward to collaborate with Volkswagen. However, the new car which will be up
for the 2023 season would be just as much a
genuine Audi as the Audi RS e-tron GT that
was launched recently.
The 24 Hours of Le Mans is considered
as one of the most prestigious automobile
races in the world and has been called the
“Grand Prix of Endurance and Efficiency”.
Unlike fixed-distance races whose winner is
determined by minimum time, the 24 Hours
of Le Mans is won by the car that covers the
greatest distance in 24 hours. Racing teams
must balance the demands of speed with
the cars’ ability to run for 24 hours without
mechanical failure. In the 2019 race, 47 of
the 61 qualifying cars ran the full duration.

covid hits tour

T

he second surge of COVID-19 pandemic in India
has made the Indian hockey team’s tour of Germany
and Spain uncertain. The worrying spread of virus in the
country has led many foreign countries to restrict the entry
of Indian citizens. As of now, only Germans in India can fly
out to Germany, making it impossible for the Indian hockey
team confirm the tour.
India was scheduled to play Germany on May 22 and 23
in back-to-back games, which have now been postponed.

english affair

T

he UEFA Champions League final will be an
all-English affair in which Manchester City will
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take on Chelsea. The final will be played at the Ataturk Olympic Stadium in Istanbul, Turkey. The match
kicks off on Saturday, May 29 at 22:00 local time
(12:30 am Friday, IST).
Manchester City is playing its first Champions
League and they made their entry by defeating Paris
Saint-Germain 4-2 on aggregate in the semifinal.
Chelsea dominated Real Madrid 3-1 on aggregate
to confirm its spot on the finals. The two teams have
only played each other once in finals, when City
defeated Chelsea at the penalty shootout to win the
League Cup in 2019.
Due to the pandemic, a limited number of fans
would be allowed to witness the match. The winners
of the final would qualify for the FIFA Club World Cup
scheduled to be held in Japan in December.

TENNIS

Game, Set,
and Match
By Keerthi Mohan

E

very year in May, France plays
host to some of the biggest names
in tennis who gather to fight it out
one of the most prestigious tennis grand
slams, the French Open.
Last year’s tournament was rescheduled
from its original May-June slot to Septem-
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ber due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and
this year’s tournament, too, has seen a
slight postponement. Initially scheduled to
start on May 23, first-round matches have
now been postponed by a week due to the
coronavirus pandemic. The matches will
now get underway on May 30.

The French Tennis Federation said that
the decision was taken in order to maximise chances the event will be played “in
front of as many spectators as possible" in
a safe environment.
“This postponement will give us a little
more time to improve the health situation
and should allow us to optimize our chances of welcoming spectators at Roland
Garros," said Gilles Moretton, the president
of the French tennis federation.
“Whether for the fans, the players or the
atmosphere, crowd presence is essential
to the tournament, the first international
sporting event of the spring.”
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The beginning
The French Open is the premier clay
court tennis championship in the world, and
it is the second of the four annual Grand
Slam tournaments. The other three are
the Australian Open, Wimbledon and the
US Open. The tournament began in 1891
and, initially, it was open for only males
participants. It was only after six years that
women were allowed to take part in the
tournament.
The French Open tournaments were
suspended from 1939 to 1945 due to World
War I. The tournament became open for
both professionals and amateurs in 1968.

The Name
French Open or Roland Garros is one
of the biggest tennis tournaments and
is the only one to be played on clay
court. Roland Garros is the name given to the stadium after Roland Garros,
an aviation pioneer who was the first
to fly over the Mediterranean.
Clay Courts
According to the information on RolandGarros.com, originally the use of
clay was merely a practical consideration. The Renshaw Brothers, back
in 1880 in Cannes, apparently used
powdered terra cotta to cover grass
courts that were wilting in the heat.
Since then, technology has developed
but the concept remains the same.
The earth is covered with a total of
five layers each around 80 centimetres in depth: the first is made up of
stones, followed by gravel, clinker
(volcanic residue), limestone and finally a thin layer of crushed brick about
two millimetres thick, giving the courts
their ochre hue.
When compared to grass and hard
courts, clay courts slow down the ball
and produce a high bounce. Due to
this, many players who have won multiple Grand Slam events have failed
to work their magic on clay courts.
Some of them are Pete Sampras,
John McEnroe, Frank Sedgman, John
Newcombe, Venus Williams, Stefan
Edberg, Boris Becker, Lleyton Hewitt,
Jimmy Connors, Louise Brough, Virginia Wade or Martina Hingis.
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Record holders
RAFAEL NADAL

Most men’s singles wins with 13.

CHRIS EVERT

Most women’s singles wins with seven.

ALTHEA GIBSON

In 1956 became the first African-American player to win a Grand Slam event
by winning the women’s singles title.

LI NA

In 2011 became the first Chinese national to win a Grand Slam.

ANDRES GIMENO

The oldest in the Open era to win the
men’s singles title, at 34 years and ten
months of age in 1972.

CHRIS EVERT

The prize names

The prize for winning the Men’s
Singles event is called the Musketeers’ Cup. It symbolises the victories of four famous French tennis
players -- Jacques Brugnon, Jean
Borotra, Henri Cochet and René
Lacoste.
The Women’s Singles champion
gets the Suzanne-Lenglen Cup. It
honours women’s tennis legend,
Suzanne Lenglen, who is a sixtime French Open champion
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MICHAEL CHANG

The youngest to win the men’s singles
title at 17 years and three months of age
in 1989.

MONICA SELES

In 1990, represented Yugoslavia and
the United States, was the youngest
woman to win the singles title, at 16
years and six months of age.

SERENA WILLIAMS

The oldest woman to win the singles
title, at 33 years, eight months of age in
2015.

Tech talk

Viswanath PB

technology evangelist,
Bengaluru

world of

digital

twins

W

e all know and have
heard about twins. What
if there are twins for
machines also? Are there twins for
machines? Is it possible to have a
twin for a machine?
Now imagine your family car. You
would have seen it being taken
for routine maintenance such as
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oil change and tyre works. Similarly, your
bicycle would also need care such as
refilling tyres and applying lubrication to
the wheels and chain. What if we have
a digital replica of the same car and the
car company sends us an oil replacement alert when its due? Or a bicycle or
two-wheeler company tell us it’s time for
repair works? Sounds interesting?
What is a digital twin?
Digital twins are virtual replications of
physical objects. It is a computer model
of the physical object. Say, for example,
a computer model of an actual car, or a
machine.
How it works:
To create a digital model, there will be
sensors attached physical objects such

fabasoft.com
as cars, and these sensors will send
real-time data to a master computer,
which constructs the exact replica of the
physical object. And later, engineers can
do simulations on this digital replica and
understand the behaviour of the physical
object in real word conditions.
Also, specialists can monitor the performance of the physical object in real time.
For example, sensors attached to a car

forge.autodesk.com/
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will be sending data on oil level, tyre pressure, total distance covered, etc. Now, from
the digital model constructed with this data,
the computer can know that the oil levels
are depleting and need replacement, and
this can be monitored on real-time basis
and necessary action can be initiated.
Applications in real world:
There are many sectors such as automotive, manufacturing and healthcare where
digital twins can play vital roles.
Automotive:
We can have sensors fitted on vehicles,
and they will send real-time data to the
computer for the digital twin. With this, we
can monitor the performance of vehicles
and ensure timely maintenance -- from
tyres to engine components.
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Manufacturing:
Another interesting area of digital twin technology is in manufacturing. We can create
digital models of physical machines and run
various simulation tests on the digital model
to understand and learn how the actual machines behave in real time.
Healthcare:
Healthcare is another area where digital twin
technology can play a crucial role. We can
have sensors on patients’ bodies -- small
devices that are the size of a band-aid. It
can send vital health parameters of people to a computer, which doctors and other
medical staff can use to monitor the patient
well-being also predict chances of getting a
disease.

myamericannurse.com

ENTERTAINMENT

All-Time Favourite
Children’s

Movies
By Aparna Nair

Bored this summer? Check out
My Explorer's list of classics
that will keep you entertained.
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Blue Bird

Mary Poppins

By Walter Lang

By Robert Stevenson

Actors:
Shirley Temple,
Johny Russel

Actors:
Julie Andrews, Dick
Van Dyke

The movie that came out in 1940 is about
a journey in time that two children embark
on to find a bluebird, which makes them
appreciate home and family and the need
to care and love.

I am Kalam

Chota Chetan

By Nila Madhab Panda

By Jijo Punnoose

Actors:
Harsh Mayar,
Gulshan Grover

Actors:
Urmila Matondkar,
Dalip Tahil

Story of a boy who is forced to work for a
living but gets inspired by the life of A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam.

The story is about a few kids who chance
upon a trapped ‘Shaitan’ who is in fact a
good and friendly spirit that helps the kids
have fun and play around with those who
tried to get better of them

The Blue Umbrella

Jungle Book

By Vishal Bhardwaj

By Jon Favreau

Actors:
Pankaj Kapoor,
Shreya Sharma

Actors and voice cast:
Neel Sethi, Bill Murray,
Ben Kingsley

A film adaptation of a Ruskin Bond book,
The Blue Umbrella is about a girl, Binya,
from the Himalayan hills and her fascination
for a blue umbrella that she gets.
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This movie adaptation of P.L. Travers’s
book by the same name is about a flamboyant woman who comes to a dysfunctional
family with kids as their governess and
perks it up with her happy yet firm
demeanour

Need anyone say about this all-time class
and favourite of kids? Set in the Indian forests found in Madhya Pradesh, the story is
about a boy who was raised by animals.

ENTERTAINMENT
Gattu

Children of Heaven

By Rajan Khosa

By Majid Majidi

Actors:
Mohammad Samad,
Zoya Arshad

Actors:
Mohammad Amir Naji,
Amir Farrokh Hashemian

The story is about a boy who is adept at
kites and dreams of defeating a kite named
Kali, which rules the sky. A fascinating story
centred on one of India’s favourite
pastimes for kids.

Honey I Shrunk the Kids/
Honey I blew up the kids

Home Alone series

By Joe Johnston

By Chris Columbus

Actors:
Rick Moranis, Matt
Frewer

Actors:
Macaulay Culkin, Joe
Pesci

This two-part movie is about a scientist who
experiments his findings at home and in the
process, finds his kids first shrunk to size
and then blown up to gigantic proportion.
It’s a full-on fun watch.

Matilda
By Danny DeVito
Actors:
Danny DeVito, Rhea
Perlman
Based on a Roald Dahl book on a very
sensitive and enchanting story of a little girl
named Matilda, the film takes us through
the girl’s life, her extraordinary talent and
her way of seeing and dealing with things
she comes across.
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The beautiful classic is on the sublime bond
shared by a brother and sister who share
a pair of shoes forced by poverty. A must
watch by not just kids, but all.

The same is the case with this Macaulay
Culkin starrer, which made the little boy an
overnight sensation. Story of a kid who had
to stay at home alone, and deal with challenging situations in his own,
innocently fun way.

Madagascar
By Eric Darnell,
Tom McGrath
Voice cast:
Ben Stiller, Chris Rock
This wonderfully lively animation movie is
about the adventures of a group of fugitive
animals who land up in an island called
Madagascar.

INFOBYTES

AND THE
GOES TO...

By max mathew

digital editor, the canadian press

T

his year’s Academy
Awards may have
seen record-low viewership ratings, but Hollywood’s biggest night of the
year has always bedazzled
movie and fashion lovers.
For the past 92 years, the
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Oscars have honoured the
best of the entertainment
industry — films, actors, directors and many others. We
look back at some impressive
facts and figures from the
famed annual awards night.

INFOBYTES
A KNIGHT CALLED
OSCAR
The most recognised trophy
in the world, the golden Oscar statuette is 34.3 cm tall,
weighs 3.8 kg and depicts
a knight standing on a reel
of film gripping a crusader’s
sword. The reel features
five spokes, which signify
the original branches of the
Academy — actors, writers,
directors, producers and
technicians.
Made of solid bronze and
plated in 24-karat gold, the
statuettes were officially
named the Academy Award
of Merit, until the Academy adopted the nickname
‘Oscar’ in 1939. Due to a
metal shortage during World
War II, Oscars were made
of painted plaster for three
years.
To prevent information
identifying the Oscar winners from leaking ahead of
the ceremony, the statuettes
presented at the awards
night have blank baseplates.
AGE NO CAGE
This year, Sir Anthony
Hopkins made history by
becoming the oldest person
to win an Oscar for acting.
The 83-year-old won the top
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walt disney

Katharine Hepburn

anthony hopkins

honour for his portrayal of a
man suffering from dementia in the film The Father.
The legendary Welsh actor
previously won the Best
Actor award in 1992 for his
role of cannibalistic serial
killer Hannibal Lecter in The
Silence Of The Lambs.
Actor Henry Fonda previously held the record for
the oldest Best Actor winner
in 1982 at the age of 76 for
his role in On Golden Pond.
The late Christopher Plummer last held the title of oldest winner in acting history
for his Supporting Actor win
for Beginners at age 82.
And the youngest? That
honour goes to actress
Tatum O’Neal, who won
Best Supporting Actress in
1974 for Paper Moon at the
age of 10. The youngest actor to be nominated, meanwhile, was eight-year-old
Justin Henry in 1980, for his
role in Kramer vs. Kramer.
OSCARS GALORE
An illustrious 90-year history
and a plethora of categories
make the Academy Awards
a tough cookie when it
comes to keeping track of
the various awards and
nominations won. So here’s
a breakdown of some of the

INFOBYTES
the pack with a whopping
21 nominations, while
among the men, Jack Nicholson has 12 nods.

biggest Academy records:
Most nominations and
wins: Look no further than
the king of animation, Walt
Disney. The storied filmmaker has been nominated 59
times and has won 22 Oscars. He also won a record
10 awards in eight consecutives years from 1931 to
1939.
Most Oscars for acting:
… goes to the legendary
Katharine Hepburn, who
has won four Best Actress
awards (1933, 1967, 1968
and 1981). Among the men,
Daniel Day-Lewis has won
Best Actor three times for
his performances in My Left
Foot (1989), There Will Be
Blood (2007), and Lincoln
(2012).
Most Oscars won by a
single film: Three films —
The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King (2003),
Titanic (1997) and Ben Hur
(1959) have tied for winning
11 awards, the most yet.
LOTR also set a record of
winning every category it
was nominated for, the biggest haul in the Academy’s
history.
Most nominations for
acting: Meryl Streep leads
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Most nominations, but
no wins: This unlucky
honour is shared by Glenn
Close and Peter O’Toole
(though he won an honorary Oscar) with eight
nominations each.

cate blanchett

Bhanu Athaiya

AR RAHMAN

Most nominations
received by a single
film: All About Eve (1950),
Titanic (1997) and La La
Land (2016) have each received 14 nods. And most
nominations and no wins?
That’s shared by The Turning Point (1977) and The
Color Purple (1985), both
getting 11 nominations, but
took home zero Oscars.
Longest and shortest
acceptance speeches:
Greer Garson’s acceptance speech in 1942 after
her Best Actress win for
Mrs. Miniver ran for nearly six minutes, following
which the Academy introduced a time limit. Patty
Duke, meanwhile, kept it
short and sweet with just a
‘thank you’ after her 1962
Best Supporting Actress
win.

INFOBYTES
Big 3 With The Big 5:
Clinching the ‘Big 5’ —
awards in Best Picture, Best
Director, Best Actor, Best
Actress and Best Screenplay — is no easy task. And
out of a total of 43 movies
nominated across all categories, only three have won
the rare sweep: It Happened
One Night (1934), One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
(1975), and The Silence of
the Lambs (1991).
INDIA AT OSCARS
Over the years, made-in-India films have struggled to
reach the chosen nominated
few under the Best Foreign
Film category. Mother India
(1957), Salaam Bombay
(1988) and Lagaan (2002)
were the only ones to make
the final cut, but couldn't
bring home the big prize.
However, the dearth of nominations in no way abates
the stellar wins of a handful
of Indian artistes. Bhanu
Athaiya created history by
becoming the first Indian to
win an Oscar — in Costume
Design — for Gandhi in
1983. Nine years later, India's most renowned auteur
Satyajit Ray was awarded
an honorary Oscar, the only
Indian to be conferred the
award. And finally in 2009,
music maestro A.R. Reh79 my explorer • MAY, 2021

man and sound designer
Resul Pookutty won Oscars
for their work on British superhit Slumdog Millionaire.
LOW VIEWERSHIP FOR
2021 OSCARS
The absence of a host, live
performances and nomination film clips — and overshadowed by the COVID-19
pandemic — spelled doom
for this year's Academy
Awards in April. Viewership,
which was more than 40
million in 2010, fell by 58%
to 9.85 million.
MONEY MATTERS
> $40M+ Total cost of the
Academy Awards ceremony this year
> $24,700 Cost of the
50,000-square-foot red

carpet
> $400 Approximate value
of each 24-karat gold-plateed Oscar statuette
> $18.1M Cost of Cate
Blanchett's 2014 attire
(most expensive in Oscars history)
> $10M Total cost of an
A-list actress's Oscars
ensemble
> $12,500 Cost of streaming one film for Academy
voters
> $130M Annual economic boost to Los Angeles
from the Oscars
> $92,000 Cost for a couple to attend the Vanity
Fair Oscar Party
> $225,000 Value of the
Oscars goodie bag
> $2M Cost of a 30-second
ad during the Oscars

PHOTO CREDITS: OSCARS.ORG; SONYCLASSICS.COM,INSTAGRAM.COM/CATE_BLANCHETTOFFICIAL

READING ROOM

Author Ruskin Bond
turns 87 on May 19. His
first novel, The Room
on The Roof, was published when he was 17.

Bonding with

Rusty
By Anu Krishna

R

eading ‘The Room on the Roof’ as a teenager
in the early 90s was my ultimate guilty pleasure. Of course, we 90s' kids didn't have mobile
phones to swipe away on. Even the television had
nothing much to offer.
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READING ROOM
any teenager, longed for
freedom. My young heart
went out to the orphaned,
17-year-old good looking
Anglo Indian boy in Dehradun who was left in the care
of his strict guardian.
Rusty was sad and lonely,
but he finally finds freedom when he runs away
from home and makes new
friends, who reveal to him a
new side of life. He lands a
small room on the roof.
Book on adolescence by
an adolescent
‘The Room on the Roof’
was Bond's very first novel.
He wrote it at the age of 17
-- a book on adolescence
by an adolescent. For this
reason, Bond did not do a

At times, when I had
homework to do, I'd steal a
few minutes to read. Because the book took me
to a special place -- full of
friends, fun and mischief.
Rusty, the protagonist, like

The book, says Ruskin
Bond, was partly inspired by
his own life, where he lived
in a barsati in Dehradun,
"which got horribly hot in
summers", where he spent
an important year of his life.
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READING ROOM
and intensity we possess
only when we are in our
teens, and that, I think, is
what has kept it alive all
these years," Bond writes in
the preface of a 2014-edition of the book.

single revision of the plot
or narrative. He wanted the
book to reflect his young
self as it was.
"Yes, it was written out of
the loneliness of a young
person longing for love and
family. It has the passion
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articles that have appeared
in magazines and anthologies.
To this day, he loves short
hikes, mutton cutlets, which
he munches on while writing
and reading.
Bond lives with his adopted family (he adopted his
domestic help's kids) at
Landour, Mussoorie.
Recognition
‘The Room on The Roof’
won the John Llewellyn
Rhys Memorial Prize in
1957.
Bond was awarded the
Sahitya Akademi Award
in 1992, the Padma Shri
in 1999 and the Padma
Bhushan in 2014.

Who is Ruskin Bond?
An Indian author of British
descent, Bond has written innumerable books for
children. Having spent his
early life in Dehradun and
Mussoorie, much of Bond's
writing has been inspired by
his life in the foothills of the
Himalayas.
He started writing early on,
his first story was published
in a magazine when he was
just 16. He has also written
over 500 short stories and

UP CLOSE & PERSONAL

Marie Curie, the
simple scientist
By Anu Krishna

M

arie Curie’s is perhaps one
of the most important female
names in the world’s scientific history. She was the first woman
to win the Nobel Prize. And the first
person to have won it twice, for two
different sciences — one for Physics
in 1903 and then for Chemistry in
1911 (for her discovery of the elements polonium and radium).
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UP CLOSE & PERSONAL
and her husband Pierre Curie, a French Physicist with
whom she shared her first
Nobel Prize, worked most of
the time in a shed behind the
school where Pierre worked.
Their work demanded physical
labour and they moved to a
ramshackle shed, which had a
glass roof that did not protect
them from the heat, cold or
rain.
Melting the medals
Curie was also a humanitarian.
She despised the war. In the
early days of World War I in
1914, France asked all of its
citizens to donate their gold
and silver. Without a doubt,
Curie offered to donate both
her Nobel medals. However,
the offer was refused.

Marie Curie in her chemistry laboratory at the Radium Institute in
France © Nationaal Archief of the Netherlands

Curie, the learned woman
Being a woman, who was devoted to scientific
learning in the 18th century, was not easy. Women
were not encouraged to pursue higher education
and Curie and her sister Bronislava often had to
study clandestinely. Eventually, she left Poland,
where she was born and brought up, and moved to
Paris with Bronislava to study further. “The way of
progress is neither swift nor easy,” reads one of her
famous quotes.
The journey indeed wasn’t a bed of roses. Curie
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The Mobile X-Ray Unit
Later during WWI, Curie
devised mobile X-Ray units,
which helped treat over one
million wounded soldiers.
X-Ray units were not available in field hospitals in France
and soldiers were in pain.
Curie single-handedly took the
initiative in popularising the
machines even as the bureaucrats prevented women from
acting on the front lines. She,
however, was assisted by her
daughter Irene Curie, who
X-Rayed the wounded soldiers

UP CLOSE & PERSONAL
herself. Irene was 17 then and grew up
to win the Nobel Prize herself along with
her husband Frederic Joliot in 1935 (for
artificial radioactivity).
Radioactive notebooks
The term radioactivity, which describes
the phenomenon of radiation caused
by atomic decay, was coined by Marie
Curie. She worked to chemically isolate

Curie died of prolonged exposure to
radiation in 1934.
Black is beautiful
Known as Madame Curie, it is said that
Curie believed in a moderate lifestyle
and did not care much about wearing
fancy clothes. She loved a plain black
dress, which she even wore on her wedding day. She wore black during her work

Marie Curie in her laboratory Science Museum Group

radium from the mineral pitchblende.
Curie is known to have walked around
her lab carrying bottles of radioactive
polonium and radium in her pockets. Her
notebooks, which are still radioactive,
have been preserved in lead-lined boxes
in France’s Bibliotheque National.
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in the lab as well.

To capture Curie’s phenomenal life into

500 words is impossible, but we leave

you with one of her inspirational quotes:

“Be less curious about people and more
curious about ideas.”

Send entries to editorial@myedappt.com

students’ corner
Making
Mother’s Day
Extra Special
By Anoushka Menon

I

The ‘lavish’ breakfast (bread, eggs -made to order, sausages,
juice/coffee – please keep in mind that all of us were/are amateurs when it comes to cooking and the 3 of us (my father has
been unanimously voted the biggest baby in the house) stood by
waiting on her.
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had read a quote sometime
back that resonated with my
sentiments, that if I were to
make a list of all the people I
admire, then Amma would probably fill up half of it. Not that she
is perfect, a long way from it (she
revels in her insanity), but she
tries her best to make our lives
filled with warmth, mischief and
memorable moments.
Mothers, in my opinion, need
to be appreciated every day; but
having said that I also feel that
there should be a day that celebrates them and makes them
feel extra special.

students’ corner

The carefully curated hamper (all in house
decorations)

Flashback: Mother’s Day 2020!
The day started with coffee in bed along with a
gift hamper that outlined the day we had planned
for her. The icing on the hamper was the unwritten rule of the day which included no eye-rolls, no
sulking and no sibling fights (we made up for it the
next day).

Alright I confess. Have never had/seen a facial, hence
went online to check the various steps and picked out
the ‘ingredients’ from the bathroom shelves.
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The currency, but obviously, favored the
most valued member of the house.

students’ corner

My father (armed with a torch and a
punch machine) ushered Amma to her seat
and all of us were MADE (my father hates
sappy stories, and this was the toughest
part of the day for him) to watch Mother’s
Day movie online.
Despite the last-minute work that went
into it, the day thankfully went off without a
glitch. So many details to be thought about
and that is when we realised how tiring it is
to be a mother. fulfilling one person’s desires had 3 of us on our feet, and she manages to do so effortlessly for the rest of us.
Now with yet another Mother’s Day
around the corner we hope that we can
create another eye-brimming memory for
Amma. Just so that she knows that we feel
blessed that she is ours and that she is
cherished.
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What the
pandemic
taught me
Sana Kapoor Pillai

T

he year 2020 was
nothing that we could
have imagined in
our wildest dreams. Sure,
missing school was never
actually “wild imagination”,
but we had no clue that this
common wish of ours would
be realized in such a devastating manner. It all started
with us feeling quite adventurous.
One day, the PM appeared on television and
appealed for Janata Curfew.
That was when I understood what the term, curfew
meant. The next day, the
family spent all day indoors,
the first time in many years.
In the evening, again on the
appeal of the PM, people
started banging plates and
lighting lamps. It was funny
how that turned out. The
cacophony of the plates and
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the festive glow of the lamps
reminded people of Diwali
to such an extent that they
forgot that this was about
the pandemic and gathered
on the streets, bursting
crackers. Imagine that!
Anyway, till then and a few
days after, it was all about
novelty and adventure. I
loved the idea of extended
holidays at that time. It freed
me of strict maths teachers
and pesky bullies at school.
Now, over one year after
Pandora’s box was opened,
I miss the very same teachers.
At home, the atmosphere
was initially very cheerful.
The pandemic was not so
much on the minds of my
parents as the happiness
of spending time together.
Mummy did not have to
go to the office. She could

work from home and spend
time with us. We were all
very happy. Then, all hell
broke loose. People started
losing jobs, migrant labourers started going back in
droves. Some of our friends
were among the labourers
going back using whatever
means were available. We
tried to arrange transport
and essential supplies for
them. It pained me to part
with them.
As people were fired,
I saw my parents’ initial
cheerfulness give way to
dark foreboding. Mummy
would talk about colleagues
who had been asked to
leave. It felt like a guillotine
was hanging on our heads
as well. This past year
brought me and mummy
closer than ever before. We
were close before but the

students’ corner
pandemic and the suffering
it unleashed made us inseparable. We helped each
other cope with the changes
and the uncertainty. My online classes, while not half
as fun as the offline class,
were good enough but my
little brother struggled. He
was in kindergarten when
Covid broke out, just starting school and now he had

My world

been locked up at home. I
tried to make him catch up
and in the process, I learned
how to get out of my head.
Not that getting out of your
head is easy but there is a
thing or two to be said about
realizing that there are more
important things than how
you feel.
Responsibility, resilience
and the awareness that

courage means getting over
fear rather than an absence
of it. This is what, I feel, I
learned over this past year.
I know I shall never forget
what I witnessed. I have
no words for it all. But one
day, I will find the words. By
then, I hope we shall have
either beaten the virus or
learned to co-exist with it.

NAINA PRASAD
Grade: 10
Place: Kochi

The sound which is music to my ears
is just hers
The fragrance far better than flower
is just hers
My heart desires her embrace
My dear mother you cannot be replaced
When I stumble, I don't fall
When I am sad,I don’t fail
When I fight with you, my heart surely aches
My dear mother you are my world
I would be lost without your handhold
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students’ corner

Mother’s love
K Lakshmipramod
Grade: 12
Place: Hebbal

All the memories with them, precious like treasure,
And their love for us which we can never measure.
They kept us safe and secure within their enclosure,
Even under pressure they kept their composure,
She's your first friend that you ever had,
And always cheered you up when you were sad.
They bring light to the darkness, and enlighten our day,
They were always there to help guide your way,
To our lovely mothers, happy Mother’s Day.
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Yuvika S Kumar
Grade 7, Bengaluru

students’ corner

Nandini Sunil
Grade 5, Abu Dhabi

Aaradhna Vinil
Grade 2, Dubai

Shreyan Biswal
Grade 1, Odisha

Akshay Jayesh
Grade 8, Ras al Khaima
h(UAE)

Dhruva Anuj,
Grade 4, Kochi

Samyuktha Binod
Grade 2, Bangalore
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Tanvi
Grade 3, Doha

students’ corner
Jaanvi Kamala
Grade 4, Kochi

Anandita Ganguly Kamana,
Grade 1, Ralla Bella International
School, Visakhapatnam

Dhruv Anoop
UKG, Kochi

Johan Ranju
Grade 7 , Thiruvamkulam, Kerala

Newspaper Art

Niharika P Grade 4, Kochi
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Charu Nainika
Grade 5, Silver Hills Public
School, Kozhikode

Raizel Emma Suneeth
UKG, Chalakudy, Kerala

students’ corner
FROM STUDENTS AT SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGE, EDATHALA, KERALA

Fariza P
Grade 10,
Nirmala HSS, Aluva
Gopika KR
Grade 9,
St Francis Girls’ School, Aluva

V. Durga
Grade 12,
GHHSS Edathala

Irfana
Grade 12, Aluv
a

Angel Maria
Grade 11,
St Francis HSS, Aluva

Vinayak DP
Grade 8,
SNV Sanskrit HSS,
North Paravur
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Fathima CM
Grade 9, Niramala Higher Secondary
School, Aluva
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